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What's Happened to Copyright? 
SLA Announces Changes to the 2002 Annual Conference Schedule 
Getting to 100: Managing Change at the Special Libraries Association 
Your shortcut to leading cases. 
Ociy Wesriaw@ prcvides the quickest way to locate cases 
that offer the strongest supporting authority. Its name says 
it ali: Most Cited Cases? This West Group exc!usive effi- 
cientiy retrieves a iisr of cases most often cited for a point 
of law classified u d e r  a particuiar Topic and Key Number 
within the West Key Number System? 
Most Cited Cases is fuiiy integrated with Keycite: so you 
know your research is accurate and thorough. 
It's just one more way Westlaw delivers better resuits. 
Much better. 
Have you; West Group gepresentative show you how. 
Caii 1-800-762-5272. Or visit www.westlaw.com/mostcited 
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Your career is your music; lntef!iflfagi('; is your orchestra. 
Become the conductor who turns them into a symphony. 
lnte!liMagic, your turn-key business intelligence solution from lnmagic, 
turns the careers of special librarians like you into symphonies of 
sutCcess by bringing valuable business intelligence to the desktop. 
-------------------------------------------~-~----------------·. 
' 
Learn how !ntelliMagic delivers value by going to 
MNWJnmagic.com/ci/130/ and register for instant 
~~t~lli~lttgif 
·-·-:-:::::: .. -.. -........... -.·------·--······--·---·· ----·-· 
)_ access to a white paper entitled .'/lock-In Your Job by Radically 
Enhancing Your Career: Your Six-Step Plan to Guiding a High-Value 
Competitive Intelligence Initiative Through Your Enterprise.~' 
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Today's innovators are pubiishing more researc5 tiw ever - 
and demmding new acd better ways of a c e s s i ~ g  their peers' 
contributions. Librar:es have t o  manage all of this :~%rmation 
as etiortiess!y, quick$ and cost-effec5veiy as possibfe. 
@ 88,000 [libraries woridw:de look to Ingent3 t o  r e v i d e  their patroc. 
w t h  seamless access t o  the most comprehensive colleaior: of 
ot so time, resources or patience.) 
sck~larly coqtent available oniine. 
u fird. the research lngenta offers researc5ers e ~ t r e a  to :be eiectron:~ fu! text of more 
than 5,400 academic and professional journals via s ~ ~ s c r i p t i o n  
vJhen you rlee o r  pay-per-view And pa t rox  can order documents from ieqr 
of thousands mcre for Bzx o r  Ariei deiivery 'With ingenta's 
cs$-ting-edge management tools and emzrl alerting services. 
libraries of aii sizes can s ~ ~ k i y  and cost-effectiveiy enhance 
c>err research capipabiiities aw! better n-ieet t h e r  patrons9 needs. 
Learn more at  wwminge~sta.esrn 
Web: ww.ingen?a.con? 
Ern;:!: iearnmore@irtgent2.~0m 
Phone: i-898-253-5720 
inform 
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aad applying copyright iaw can be perpiexng. James tielie: 
eiaborates on the fair use nrovision and the librarv exemntion, as well as how the Copvriaht 
. -  - 
Act applies to the for-profit sector. 
irYha'c's Mappcncri to Cog~'cfgi327 
In an era spillincj over with avaihble information, the matter of copyright law is beginning 
to cjet hazy. l a u ~ a  Gasaway summarizes current legal copyright events relevant to.special 
librarians, and gives a giance a t  how users and owners of copyrighted woriks fare In our 
information age. 
KO &dlnarj i$s%urian: An hte~i%W c,%%h &xis K e a m  Gaadisi'r! 
Doris Kearns Goodwin faced controversy a t  a fairly young age. Just out of grad~ate school, 
Goodwin was with Lyndon Johnson as he faced a firestorm for escalati~g the conflict in 
Vietnam. Eventuai,y, this firestorm forced Johnson to withdraw from the '1968 presidentiai 
race. Little did Goodwin know a t  the time that she wouid be facing her own controversy one 
day. This month, Informtion Outlook talks with the Pulitzer Pfize w i n w  about the rece2t 
controversy over her many wr%ings. 
SLA Annour~ees fPan es Ea :Re ZOO2 Anrsuzl &r?r?ferense 562edbd6e 
With SLA's annual con ! ere:,ce around the bend, it  ts time TO a n n o m e  .ast r inute  cfianges. 
Find out what to expect for the Hot Topk Series, Learn about tine new Virtuai. Assoc'atio:, 
Series ar?d take a peek at  whai SLA's Strategic Learning Team will be offering to tbis yeafs 
attendees. 
2 6 Getting :o 103: PIYanagix~ iiza:qe a t  'the S;~ecidl L%rae~s Ast;ar?:~ztkr: 
The world of 20C9 is not ga'ng to be the world of 1909. Thanikfully, SLA is an orgaqization 
that has handied change i t h  sbccess and wiB continue to do so. Gky St. <Lair discmes 
SLA's oast, presert and possibie future, as the association draws near ;ts 100tt birthday. 
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DrY&d L i g k  34anagemerri and tonten: L'sensfnr;; 
Dave Davis from Copyright Ciwance Ceyter iooks at  the 
diemma info:mation professionais %ce wher: they af texst  to 
provide service t c  their customers whiie st'$ remaining 
compliant with copyright kw. 
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Finish reading the iqten/;:ew with 3ork Kearns Goodwi? on 
page 22, yet you s t 3  want more? Go to Infoun?at!on Outlook 
o r i k e  and re& the Goodwin ictewiew in i t s  entirety~ 
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DOCUMEXT DESI.K:;EW. Worid Wide Sources. Fast, efficient, 
inexpensive. Twenty-four years experience. Let us sohe your re- 
search probierns. CAROLIB. Phone (919) 933-1253. E-mail 
camlib@intrex.net. 
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f han k You 
This is =y last column as SLA president. It has been my honor and ,leasure to 
serve k this role as ieader for such a remarkable group of inLoma?ion professionals. 
Last summer I began my presidency by visiting Bretton Woods, New Hamp- 
shire, to walk on the porch at rhe Mt. Washington Hotel that served as the site 
of the Veranda Conference where SLA was born in 1909. Perhay the grand 
vista from that hotel inspired our founders to create their Sold vision. it, made 
me reflect on how far we have come. After 93 years of providing excellent 
service to a ul~ique set of information professionals, the vision of our founder, 
John Cotton Dana, remains intact. 
At the beginning of the year I wrote about change and cur need to be flexible. 
I had no idea hcw flexible we all would need to be this year. September 11th 
and the economic downturn changed everything. 
In spite of the unexpected events we have fiad this past year, I feel very good 
about the forward movement of the association and our rnenbers' resiliency 
and creativity. The changes coming :o fruition now represent the work of past 
and present boards of directors. The task forces that form the basis for :he 
bylaws initiative were appointed by Susan DiMattia during her presidency and 
did much cf their work during Donna Scheeder's presidency. The Branding 
Task Force continues its efforts. 
A revised bylaws document was brought to the board ir, January. As a result of 
member feedback and electronic discussions; an improved document will be 
acted upon at the annual conference in Los Angeles. Come to the Annual Susi- 
ness Meeting to vote cn  whether the bylaws changes are to be sent out to the 
generai membership for ratification by mail ballot. These changes are stepping 
stones toward our becoming the association you have been asking for. 
I appreciate :he support and advice of the aembers cf the board cf directors 
and association staff, the past and current association leaders, the many meznbers 
who 5ave spoken up and the chapters vo-ho invited me to visit. 
Thask you a11 for your help in this challenging year. 
Hope N. Tilhan,  SLA President 
James 5. Heller is the directx of the law libmry and a professor o j  law at  
the Co!lege of William and Mary in Wi'lliamsbury, Virgfnia. 
Applying the fair use provis i~n (section 107) and the library exemption (section 108) of the Copyright Act to  the for- 
profit sector i s  particulariy ddifficult. In determining whether a particular activity i s  permitted as  a fair use under the 
section 108 exemption, one must distinguish between the different types of for-profit institutions. On one hand are 
copyshups, such a s  Kinkos, which generate income from making copies. Similar t o  copyshops are for-profit companies 
- such ;as TDI Library Services and Instant Information Systems - whose business i s  t o  provide document delivery 
services for a fee. Then there are companies, such as  the fexaco corporation or law firms, whose business i s  not t o  
rnaike copies, but who instead reproduce copyrighted works only incidentally. 
Because they are nor libraries, copyshops and fee-based 
document delivery companies do not qualify for the 
section 108 library exemption. And because they are 
in the business of making and distributing copies, it is 
doubtful that copying they do for their customers could 
qualify as a fair use. Copyshops and document deliv- 
ery suppliers, however, are different from companies 
that do not directly profit from making copies for their 
customers. A review of selected litigation involving pub- 
lishers and the for-profit sector sheds light on the ap- 
plication of the fak use doctrine and library exemp- 
tion in the for-profit sector. 
tB't;;gaZ?fw InwP+x"ng Copyshops 
Pabiishers took on copyshops in the 1980'9, beginning 
with a successfui lawsunt by Basic Books against the Gno- 
mofi Corporation. which operated several stores in the 
Ncr!.heast. Gnomon was enjoined by a Connecticut fed- 
er+I district court from making copies of journal articles 
and book chapters, putting them together as compilations 
and sellicg them. 
Two suosequect cases received greater publicity than the 
Gnomon case, probably because the end-users were uni- 
versity students. In Basic Books, Inc. v. Xirzko's Graphics 
 COT.^, the copyshop was sued by several publishers for 
nzking photocopies of copyrighted articies and portions 
of books and compiling them in what are comEonly called 
"cowsepacks." Kinkos maintained that the copying was 
educational because it was done for students at the re- 
quest cf their instructors. The federal district court dis- 
agreed 2nd described the copying as non-educational and 
commercial. The court concluded that Kinkos was a will- 
ful infringer, criticizing its internal policies and proce- 
dures and its failure to educate and adequately supervise 
their employees. 
The second case, decided in the 1390s, involved Michigan 
Document Service, a copyshop in Ann Arbor. In the "MDS" 
case2, a decision by a three-judge panel of the U.S. Court 
of Appeals ior the Sixth Circuit in favor of the copyshop 
was later reversed by the entire court. Uniike rhe Kinkos 
case, the original appeals court panel called 1MDS's copy- 
ing "educational" and held that its producing coursepacks 
for students at the University of Michigan was a fair use. 
The entire court reversed and held that MDS's systematic 
and premeditated copying for commercial motivation was 
infringing. (The court also noted that MDS's copying went 
beyond what was agreed to in the classroom guidelines 
envisioned by Congress that were included in the legisla- 
tive history oi the 1976 Copyright ActI3. 
LiPjgatlan Xnvobviq Far-Pra% Dosumenz 
EeGverer.; 
In the early 1990s West Publishing Co., a publisher of law 
books, sued several for-profit information brokers for in- 
fringement. One defendant (Aaron-Smith) settled with west 
and agreed not to copy and distribute the proprietary fea- 
tures from West caselaw reporters, such as headnotes and 
synopses of the published court decisions. The other de- 
fendant, Faxlaw, was enjoined from copying and distrib- 
uting the proprietary features of West publica" dons. 
Lit%gat%m Ifivciv%q Bua.3nesses arsd 
Cauporalior8s far I~sr-House Capying 
In the early 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  Harper & Row Publishers sued phar- 
maceutical corpozations American Cyanamid and E.R. 
Squibb for in-house duplication of ccpyrigbted journal 
articles. Both cases resulted in out-of-court settlements, 
with each company agreeing to join and pay royalties to 
the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC), a clearinghouse 
for the receipt of royalties. Under the Squibb settlement, 
the parties agreed that Squibb cscid be excluded from 
may 20Q2 
reporting and paying royaIties for up to six percent of 
their copying, which was considered fair use. 
A decade later, newsletter publisher VJashington Busi- 
ness Information sued the Collier, Shannon & §colt law 
firm for making cover-to-cover copies of newsletters and 
sending them to attorneys throughout the firm. The firm 
reportedly paid a huge amount of money to :he pubiisher 
to settle the lawsuit4. In 1999, LeBoenf, iam5, Greene 8 
MacRae (a large New York-based law firm] purchased a 
multi-year photocopying iicense with the CCC and paid 
an undisclosed settlement to avoid a copyright infringe- 
ment suit brough: by four psbiishers. 
Although the result in each of rhese cases Mias skiiar- 
a settlement or a judicial decision in favor of the plaintiff 
., ~blisber-one - a u s t  distinguish the cases on their facts. 
In the actions against the pharmaceutical companies and 
the law f i r ~ s ,  the defendants were for-profit entities not 
in the business of profiting fror. making in-honse copies 
of copyrighted works. By conrrast; the for-profit docu- 
ment deliverers and the copyshops directly profit froA= 
making copies of copyrighred works. The section 108 li- 
brary exeEption and the section 107 fair use provision of 
the Copyright Act should be applied differently to these 
different types of for-profit companies. 
$8::~ t l ~ e  131; T& FQT-~~:'&% S ~ Z ~ Q : ~  
Section 107 gso~ides  Mat: 
Notwithstanding the provisions of sectiom PO6 and 1Q6A 
Me fair use of a copyrighted work, inrladfng sash use 
by reprod~bctio~ in copies oor phonorecords or by any otkel- 
meam specified by that section, for purposes sncR m 
criticism, comment, news reporting, teachipzg jipzslud- 
ing mudtiphe copies for c lassmm use), scholarship or 
~esemch, is not an in,@fpzgement of copyrfght. 
in deteminlng whether the nse made of a work in any 
pafiicuiar case is a fa r  cse the factors to be considered shall 
include: (1) the puTose and character of the use. including 
whether such use is of a cormzercial nature or is for non- 
profi; educailonal pareses; (2: the natwe cf the copyrighted 
work; (3 )  the anmunt and substantiaiity of the po*fon csed 
in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; afid (4; the 
effect of the use rrpon the potential Earkt  for or valse of 
the copyrighted work. The fact that a work is nnrpnblished 
shall not itself bar a finCing of fair use if s;lch finding is 
made upon consideration of all the above factors. 
The extent tc which in-house copying by a conpany no: 
in the business of generztlng revenue frcm making cop- 
ies may qualify as a Bir use takes us to the m x r  impor- 
tant in-house copying case, American Geophysical 2:nSoiz 
v. Texaco. The Association of American Publishers coor- 
dnated the lawsuit agaicst Texaco in the name of Eve 
pnbiishers. Before trial, the parties sli-,uiateG that al- 
though Texaco employed hundreds of research scientists 
Cali or most of whom presu=ably photocopied scientific 
journal articles to support Texaco research), the triai 
wodd focus on ac5viiies of one scientist, Dr. Donald B. 
Chickering 11, who photocopied fight articles from the 
h u m e l  of Catalysis and placed ther: in his files. la 1992 
a federa! district court heid that Texaco's routing jocr- 
nais to Dr. Chickering, and his subsequent copying ar- 
ticles and Fikg them away, was nst a fair use5. Two 
years later the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second & r -  
cuit upheld the Gistrict court decision5. 
-. 
L ce district court judge spent considerabie time exaxin- 
ing the flrst fair use factor-the purpse  and charac~er of 
the me. As for the p u ~ o s e  of tke use, the judge wrote 
tkat because t3.e defendant was a for-prcfit company, its 
copying was "~corn~erciai." As for the chsmcter of the 
use, the jbidge wrote that the copying was not transfor- 
aa5ve; Dr. Chickericg simply nade mechanical photo- 
copies of complete ar%icles for his convenience acd there 
was iittle evidence that he reiied on the afiicles ir, con- 
dncting later research. 
Texaw appealed the lower court decision to tne U.S. eaurt 
of Appeals, In its exanination of the first fair use factor, 
the appeals court used as gi;idance a case recently decided 
by the U.S. Supreme Court, Ca~~pbel l  v. Ac,crr,T-RoseMuic7. 
In Campbell, the Suprenle Court wrote that when a court 
looks at the parpose of the use, it m-sst Geterrsine whether 
the use is nonprofit educa',ionai, for-profit conmerclai or 
something else. As for the character of rhe use, a court 
x ~ s t  determine ""whether and to mihat extent it is 'trans- 
fornative,' alering the originai with new expression; mean- 
ing, or message. Tke nore tracsiormative the new werk, 
the less will be the significance of other facfors, like cox- 
mercialism, that may weigh against a finding of fair nsen8. 
The appeliate court in Texaco struggled with the first fair 
use factor> trying to determine li Dr, Chickering's copy- 
ing was, as the district court cconciuded, commercial copy- 
ing. Unlike the district court; the appeals court noted that 
Texaco did not directly profit fro= the copying. 2 con- 
cluded that the purpose was neither "for yofit" nor "non- 
profit educarional," calling it instead an ^'intermediaten 
meS. As in the district court, the appeliate court con- 
cluded that :he copying was not trznsformative. 
The appellate court also called Texaco's aciivities "archi- 
, ~ 
vai- :.e, done for the primary purpose of providing nu- 
merous Texaco scientists with his or her own personal 
copy of each article wihoui Texaco having to purchasz 
another origind Although the court wrote that 
it did not int2nd to suggest that all archivai copying is 
infringing, it conc!ude",tirat :he first factor tilted against 
Texaco becazse "the making of copies to be placed or, the 
shelf in Chickering's office is pasi cf a systematic process 
pgracie -lo ractiva 2nd upgrade tP,e competitii/eneis of yo^:: organization by 
iccrsasing ?he pi.oductivil?/ of your e%pioyeej. New a:?6 powerfu! 
tecnnoogy ?revides cList~,mized cielivery oftb,e ~ o s t  :eie\ianr 3ssiness 
r e s c u e s  t c  everyofie in your organization.The resLilt: innovotive and 
inf~rmed decision making. Factiva combines the gicbai power a c d  
reiIab !ity o f  Dow ;ones and Reuters, inciuding the bioadest range 
cf fu!!-tex; swrces from top busij?ess and i d u s t r y  pubiicatio:is. 
Upgrade t o  Factiva. it's a whole new way to sxceed. 
Dow Jones & ileuters 
of encouraging empioyee researchers to copy articles so 
as to rnclti2Iy availabk copies while avoiding paymentn1!. 
The appeals conrt conclnded hs discussion of :he first 
factor by wri:icg: 
"On, balance7 we agree mith Me  district soszrt that the first 
fsctor favors the publi~izers~ pf7;mady because ;lie domi- 
nant przrpclse of the use is cr systematic ixstitutional policy 
of multiplying the amliable rzurnjer of copies of prtizerzt 
copyrigkted articles by c i ~ l i l a t i ~ ~ g  tke journals a.morrg 
employed scientists for them to make copies, tIiereby serv- 
ing the same papose ,for ahich addits'ona: szzbscriptiom 
ore noncrlly sold, ~ r ;  as mill be discszssed, for which pko- 
tocopyir~g licenses may be o b t ~ f n e d " ' ~ .  
- ihe  second fair use fac~or e x a ~ i n e s  the nature of the 
work copied. Copying infornationai, scientific or factual 
works is more favored than copyzag more crearive [or 
expressive) works such as fiction or poetry. Becaase the 
purpose of copyright is ro promote the progress of sci- 
ence and the useful arts (in tobay's terms, "knowledge":, 
copying factual, scientific or other schoiariy works is more 
likely to achieve this overarching goal. Both the dlstricr 
and appeals courts characterized the artcles in Catalyszs 
as iacrual in nature and conclnded thai the second factor 
favored Texaco. 
Texaco lost the third factor in the fair use znalysis-the 
a s c u o t  copied-io_ both coarts. As a general rna:ter? the 
more af a work that is copied, rhe less Iikeiy it is that the 
defendant i c  a copyright suit will wm this factor. We ~ u s t  
remember there are two copyr~ghts involved in jour~a l  
publicaxmcs. Firs:, the issue of the journal may be copy- 
righted as a compilaricn. Secand, each journai article is, 
in itseif. a complete copyrightable work. Copying entire 
articles, as was done by Dr. Chicker~ng, invariably re- 
sults in the defendat losing tbis third factor. 
The fourth fair use factor examines rhe effect of the use 
arm the porential ~ a r k e t  for or value of the copyrighted 
work. Simpiy put, courts are more irkely to find an in- 
fringe,ment when the copyright owner iccurs financial 
harm due to marrthsrizeb (or uncompensated> copying. 
The fourth factor has an interesticg acd somewhat com- 
plex history, and deserves more ccmxent, 
Ic I985 the Supreme Court called The feufi-th facror "un- 
doubtedly the single most impo8ant eiement of fair use"13. 
A decade later in Campbell, the Court -wrote that no fac- 
tor has primacy over any other. 
The Campbeil Court said much more about the fourth 
factor that does not bode well for fair use. It wrote that 
whec examining harm to the copyright owner, a court 
should consider whether ;he ~ a r k e t  lost -was one con- 
templated by the copyrigti: owner. This may ieclade the 
impact on the aarket for derivative works, such as the 
market for reprints of a joamal article or kook chapter 
and ra-yalty or licensing fess. The Court aiso wrote that 
ccurts should examine more ??an the ~ a r k e r  lmpact of 
the individual defendant's copying. %the:, they shonld 
also consider "whether unrestricted and widespread coe- 
duct of the sort engaged in by the defendant.. .would re- 
sult in a substantially adverse impac: oc  the soteerial 
market for the origirnaiX1? Both the district acd appeliate 
caurts in Texaro noted: the publislzers last sales of addi- 
I. :zonal jaurnai subscriptions, back issues and back vo!- 
umes, as well as licensing revecue and fees; the Copy- 
right Clearance Center =akes it easy to pay royalties; and 
the fourih factor favored the publi~hers'~. 
The fourth factor also presents another &men:--whlch 
pacy has the burden oi proving thai tile piainiiff was 
harmed? One might think that a plaintiff ic a copyright 
suit must carry this burdec, but rhat is not always the 
case. Recall the first fair use factor-the purpose and char- 
acter of the 232. Ie Campbell, the Supreaxe Court wrote 
that a court should presune harm-and thereby require 
the defendant to demonstrate thzt the narket for the work 
copied was zot harried-when there has been verbatir. 
jnoc-tracsforming) copying for com~.ercial pqmses .  In 
other words; when both the "puvose" and "characrer" 
portions of the first fac~or are held against the defecdant- 
wherr the copying is bath com~ercial  and non-transfor- 
marive-a court wiii presurrx that the piaicriff was 
harmed by the use. In such cases, the burden shifts to the 
defendant to prove that the plaiztiff was not harmed, a 
difficult [and probably insurmountable) chalienge. 
Taaco instructs us that large scale rozting of journals $0 
researchers in a for-profit c a n p a y ,  acd subsequent copy- 
ing of articles by researchers who fi!ed the copies awzy 
[often without even reading tbemj to crea;e bfieir own per- 
sonai nici-libraries, is ncl a fair use. The appeals court 
concluded that sysrematic routing w or' journal articies to 
company empioyees, with k~owledge rhat the erriployees 
would then copy anicies and create personal "iibraries, ' 
was beyond :ha: whch ts permilled uilder secticn 107. 
So where does this leave us? Remember that fair nse is 
an equitable rule of reason. Whether a particular use is 
fair, or instead infringing, depends on tile particuizr iacrs 
of the  case^ Faiiure ro pcrchase as many subscriptions a 
coEpany really needs-ii k g - s c a i e  copying either by 
the iibrary or by end users substitutes for subscriptions- 
is problenratic no: cnly in a for-profit coEpany sguh as 
Texaco, but also i c  nonprofit educational inslltzutions. 
Bnr the Second Cirmit did not say t3at all copying in for- 
profit coxpanles is infringing. Althocgh organizations 
such as ?he Association of MmePican Pnbhhers and the 
Copyright Clearance Genrer aight like bbusinesses re think 
that the holding in T~xaco appiies to every instance of 
When corporacio~is, govemmeilts, now profits, and others ~dentify the need to 
deveiop, maintam, and d:strihte controlled vocabularies to facrlmce precrse 
access ro mportan: data collections, they rely on thesaurus conscxucma tools. 
WebChdr sets ?'he new standard. 
Webchoir has the products you need fop collaborative thesaurus building 
and global information access. Just visit our website, 
- 
: errnCXoir rs ICO% Web- enabled supporting corporate- ~riiide coilaboratwe 
thesaurus 2eveicpmer.t from and to aqwhere 311 the Interne: us:ng nuitrpie 
ia~guages. The compamon products V~ewChoir, L ~ k C h o i r ,  and SeekChcrr 
connec: your thesme and subject headmgs to your data for effic~ent ~miexmg 
2nd searckilg on the internet. Extranet, or ir:tra2et. TCS- 8. the less 
expensrve TermCKorr aitemative, 1s also available. 
Navigate iarge thesauri and taxonomies to easily 
identify relevant and in- depth search cogics by 
expallding terrn hierarchies with a click of the mouse. 
Search across voiumes of information efficiently by 
utiiizing hierarchical search terminology tha: 
eliminates synonvrr. and homocyrn probiems that 2x1s 
in natural language. 
Refine 2nd formulare search strategies via interactive 
thesauri, taxonomies, and classific2:ions in order to 
i~ncrease precision. 
For more info, call 3 lO.966+l558 
&mail sales@webchoir,com 
or visit www,webchoir.com. 
-- -- 
Harmonious Data Malagament 
commercial copying, that's simply not :he case. The court 
confined its ruling "to the instituticcai; systematic, ar- 
chival multiplication of copies reveaied Sy the record- 
the precise copying that the parties stipulated should be 
the basis for the District Coux's decision now on appeal 
and for which licenses are in fact a~ailabie."~. But tbe 
analysis does not end with section IC3; we aiso must con- 
sider the section 138 library exemption. 
The 5eat io~ i  1.08 Liisuary Exer@&icm 
Section 108 of the Copyright Act perEits libraries to make 
copies for their patrons undler certain circumstances. The 
legislative history of the Act indicates that the iibrary 
exemption applies to both the for- and noqxofit sectors 7. 
In addition to perEitting some ievei of in-house copying, 
section 108 also permits libraries to engage in inrerlibrary 
transactions to acquim a copy of a journai article or an 
excerpt from a book for their ~nstiturional patrcns, such 
as students and faculty in a university. corporate research- 
ers or law firm attorneys. 
Section 108(d) permits making copies of artkles asd ex- 
cerpts from copyrighted works, but there are some basic 
requirenients for qualifying for the section 1@8 exemption: 
The iibrary may only rnake or acquire a single copy of 
an article or excerpt for the patron who reqnests it; 
multiple copies are prohibited. 
e The copy must become the property of the requestor; 
the library may not add it to the coikction. 
The iibrary must not profs directly or indirectly from 
the copy; it cannot charge clients more than the copy 
cost, nor profit in any way fro= nakicg such copies. 
The copy mzst include the notice of copyright from 
the copy reproduced, or if it is not available, a legend 
that reads that the material copied is subject to the 
United States copyright law and that further reproduc- 
tion in violation of that law is prohibited. 
s The Iibrary mmt include on its order form, and at the 
place where orders are accepred, a warning of copy- 
right as specified by the Copyright Office. 
6 The iibrary must be open to fhe public or to research- 
ers in a specialized field. M library may meet this last 
requirement if it participates in reciprocal interlibrary 
!ending/docurnent deiivery. 
Section 108 rights are cut unlimited; sections 'i05jgl. (1: 
and ( 2 )  inciade izporiant restrictions. Subsection (g) (I) 
provides that a library may not engage in related or con- 
certed reproduction or distribution of multiple copies of 
the same material, whether =ade at one t i a e  or over a 
period of time and wherher intended for aggregate use 
by cne or more individuals or by individual =embers of 
a grcup. Subsection fgj (2) prohillits a Iibrary from en- 
gaging in the syste~at ic  ~eproduction ar distributie~ of 
single or multiple copies. 
As noted earlier, Texaco was not decieed under sec2on 105; 
:ne parttes agree5 it would be decided on fair use alone. But 
one thing appears clear: altkough the Ebrargr apparently m s  
routing journals to Texaco researchers, it was 9.01 making 
copies for them. Had the library been malking .xcltiple cop- 
ies of the saae article for diffeere~t researchers throughout 
the corpcration, a court migh? ilave concluded &at < ~ e  copy- 
ing was prohibited by the s'~bsec:ios [gj{Lj prohibition 
against "related or concerted" copying. And if the Library 
was ~ a k i c g  copies of different articies from t3e same jour- 
nai titie in stlch quastity tkatphotocopying rtbstitutes for 
additional su5scriptioss, the subsection [gj (2) prohibition 
against systematic copying kicks in. 
Whether the nakre  asd levei of copying in Texacci -would 
have violated 108(g: (I] or (g) (2) is a matter of specaia- 
tion. Significantly, the appeais cox;  decisicn did not 
exphasize, as did Disrrict Court Judge Pierre Leval, the 
for-profit nature of Texaco. Kor did i: make overbroad 
statements that corporate iibraries have few righ:s under 
rhe l:brary exenpt:on. Because Texaco was not a seccon 
108 case, Judge Leval's statements are dic;nK-not ger- 
mane tc the issues before the court and not necessary to 
the holding of the case. 
The library exemption permits a li'csrary to engage in inter- 
library arrangenects, but ns: when the effect is that the 
library receiving such copies "does sc in such aggregate 
quantities as to substitute for a suSscription to or purchase 
sf such work." The Copyright Act does not specify when a 
library might be using document deiivery as a sfibstitute 
for a purchase or sabscription. For this, the Guideiines foz 
the Proviso of Subsection 108 [gj (23, =ore corraoniy called 
the CONTU GuideZnes, must be consuired. 
in a single year 2 library should not acquire throzgh In- 
terlibrary loan/document delivery (for any article pub- 
lished within five years of the date of the reqnestj more 
than five such aTLicles from the same joarnaI title. The 
"Suggestion of 5" does not appiy if the Iijrary has en- 
tered a new subscription to the journal or if it already 
subscribes to the journal but the requested issue is rr,iss- 
ing from the collection. ReEember tila: tilis is a guide- 
line, not an absoiute rde.  One could certainly reason that 
more than five copies are permissible when a researcher 
is working on a short-term, one-tirLe project. 
CfJ-i-C ;:-: &{2fi 
The primary pnrpose of copyright law. as the US. Sba- 
preEe Court has -mitten; is no? to reward creators, but 
rather to pr~mote the spread of k n o ~ l e d g e ' ~ .  ?air nse 

decisions are fact-specific. If you have a factual situation 
just like those in Texoso-large scale systexatic copying 
to create irrdividual research collecticcs for corporaTe re- 
searchers who often do net even use the articles co:ied- 
per=ission or payment, of royalties js necessaryr, But the 
appeals court did not say that a researcher in a for-profit 
con;:pacy ccnid ro t  occasionally copy articles or short 
excerpts from books. Librarians should not expand the 
hoiding irr Texaro beyond the facts of that case. 
The same is true when the library is making copies an- 
der the section 108 !ibrary exempticn. An institution need 
not acquire a journal sarbscriptior for every employee who 
might read it. (Most publishers already price icstltuticnal 
library subscriptions considerably higher than individual 
s2bscriptions). A iibrary that qualifies for the iibrary ex- 
emption-whether in a nonprofit academic ~nsti?i.tion or 
a for-profit company-may, under 1.38{dj, =ake single 
copies far employees if it meets the requirements of sec- 
tion 108 and if it does not engage in activities prescribed 
by subsections 108(g) (1) a ~ d  (9)(2). 
Sectio~s 107 and 108 are for the nost part format neu- 
tral. If t j e  iibrary can make a photocopy of an a2icie 
fro= its collecticn for a researcher, it should be able to 
send :he partner a digital copy. In a c  interlibrary transac- 
rim, one also sheald be able to receive a digitai copy 
irorn another libra~y:~. Because the copy must become 
the property of tke indjviduai requestor, a iibrary should 
not retaiz the d:gital version in arLj computer after deliv- 
ery to the user. Everyone shonld be aware that iicenses to 
electronic publicaticns have the potential tc limit, if net 
eliminate, sectioc 133 and 138 rights. Therefore, carefully 
read proposed licensing agreements. a d  do not agree PO 
terms you camct  live with. Remember that in the print 
world, fair use and :2e library exe-aption remaic ailve 
and, although not as hardy as they might have been a 
generation ago, still kicking. 6 
?::o@g::%?s " 60 F.3d. 913, 9iC 
Basic Books, irrc. 2. Kmko's Graphics CGT~. ,  775 8.Snpp 1522 
[ s .D .N.~  19911. IZ 60 F.3d 913, 924. 
3 lr, ~ d i ~ ~ ~ . y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  prriiliShiw c0. U, N~~ york m h e r s i ~ ,  1983 la Campbell v. Xcuff-Xcse Mzrsic, lnc., 513 U.S. 569, 590 (1994;. 
Copy.l.Dec. (BMA: para 25,544 NYG, several faculty and a pri- 
be-pite Texaco's ciaims Po the coxrary, it is not nnsonnd :o vate copyshop were ssed for creating coursepacks. The parties ''- ' 
settled, with N ~ J  agreeing to infor= their faculty of NYU'S pho- conclude that the right to seek payment for a particular use 
tocopying policies and to encourage them to w,ith ti..e tends to becoxe legally cognizable under the focrth fair nse 
- ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ i d ~ l i ~ ~ ~ ~  that are part the iegisiative history factor when the means for paying 107 such a use is made easier." 
the 1976 Copyright Act. 60 1.35 9:3, 933-31. 
Both for-profit and nocproiit organizations shcluld subscribe 
for as many copies of a newsletter as ceeded. Although 2 library 
may roilhe newsktters, make sure that recipients are not n ~ k -  
ing cover-to-cover copies. 
American Seopfiysical Union 3. Irexaco, IRC., 832 F, Snpp 1 
(S.D.N.Y. 1992). 
Anerican Geophysical &ion v. Texaco, Inr., 60 F.36 913 (znd 
Cir. 1994). 
Id. 
The cokrt poictediy distinguished ccpying at Texaco from 
copyshop copying. it wrote "'. . . onr concerr, here is that the 
court let the for-profit natnre of Texaco's activity weigh against 
- 
:exaco without differentiating between a birec? comxercial use 
and the more indirect reiation to commercial activity thar oc- 
cwwd here. Texaco was c3: gaining direct or immediate com- 
mercial advantage fro= the photocopying at issue in this case. . 
. . Rather, Texaco's photocopying served, at most, to facilitate 
Chickericg's research, which in turn might have led to the de- 
velopment of new products and technology that cmId have im- 
proved Texaco's commercial performance." 
17 ' IT  - soiated, spontaneous rmiiing of sicgle photocopies by a ii- 
brary in a for-pmfit orgaaizathn, ~ i t h o ~ i  any systematic effort 
to substitute for photocopying far su5scriptions or pxchases, 
would. be covered 5y section 138, even thcagh the copies are k r -  
nished to the eixpioyees of :he orga~ization for use in their work. 
Similarly, for-profit lijraries c o ~ l d  participate in interiijrary ar- 
rangements for exchanges oi photocopies, as long as the produc- 
rim or distr',bntior: was not 'systematic.' These activi;ies, by them- 
seives, would ordinariiy not be considered 'fcr dimci or indirect 
commercial adw.n:ages,' since the 'advantage' refcred to i r  :his 
clause attach to the immediate commercial motivation be- 
hind the reprcdnction or distri5urioc, rather than :o the dtimate 
profit-making rr,otivation behind the enterprise in which the ii- 
brzry is !ocaced. On the other hand, sectioa 108 wcuid not excuse 
repradscti~n or distrijutior, if there were a commerciai motive 
behind the actual xaking or distribnting of the copies, if zultiple 
copies were made or distributed, or if :he photocopying activities 
were 'systematic' in the sense that their aim -was to snbstit:3te for 
subscriptiocs or pcrc~2ses." I<.Rep. 94-1.476, at 75 :1476?. 
18 united States v. ParamozrntPictures, 334 U.S. 131, 158 11948;. 
l9 Section lOe(c) and [e: ,  as ameilded by the Digital Millenninm 
Copyright Act, prohijil distribution oi digi?ai copies o:1?side a li- 
k a r y  under certain circ:c-ms:ances. These sections rarely come into 
play with regard to documer,t delivezy for company employees. 
I .exisNexisT" i n f o r m a t i o n  s o l u t i o n s  h e l p  y o u  
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and the  users of copyrighted works. Early in the deveIopment of the  Internet, there were many who predicted the  
death of copyrighti. Some believed that everything on the Internet should be free. Others believed that a system of 
micropayments would make paying for the  use of cepyAghted works s o  cheap that everyone would do so and give up 
any fair use claims. None of this has come t o  pass, 
Instead of working together to embrace this new worid 
and meet the needs of both owners and users, it often 
appears the owners of copyrights and users of these works 
are engaged in increasingly bitter disputes that engender 
negative feelings. 
Copyright holders have some hesitation about making 
their works available on the Internet, a medium that per- 
mits easy copying. The user community has demanded 
works in electronic form. Of course, publishers and pro- 
ducers want to sarisfy this need, but will not do so with- 
out controls to protect their works from unauthorized 
reproduction and. distribution. Through statutory amend- 
ments, Copyrigh: Office hearings, subsequent reports and 
court decisiocs, copyright hoiders have strengthened their 
ownership rights. On the other hand, some of rhe antics 
of copyright owners have angered users as never before 
and users are demanding change. It appears some nem- 
Sers of Congress have recognized that perhaps the bal- 
ance has swzng too far in the direction of copyright own- 
ers. These iegislators appear willing to buck the well- 
financed copyright holder co~nmunity and amend the law. 
At the same time, owners are concerned ajout loss of 
control over the works thep develop and market since 
the exchange of digital copies among users is so easily 
accorrrplished. Powerful trade groups such as the Asso- 
ciation of American Publishers, the Motion Picture Asso- 
ciation of America and the Recording Industry Assacia- 
tion of America have taken aggressive stances in lobby- 
ing before Congress to strengthen copyright protection 
fof digital works. They have succeeded in convincing 
Congress that copyright-a form of intellectual property- 
has :he same attributes zs real property, thus increasing 
their rights to control access to works as never before. 
Certainly, the dacger of wide reproduction and distribu- 
tion of their digital works is a serious issue, but many 
copyright owners seem to argue thar the rights they were 
given in the 1.376 Act are not sufficient. They continue to 
push Congress for more and more protection. Sometimes 
the arguments they raise are the very arguments copy- 
right holders made unsuccessfuliy in 1976, but now Con- 
gress seems inclined to undo much of the balance be- 
tween owners and users that the Copyright Act has his- 
torically provided. 
Users of copyrighted works, libraries and educational 
institutions have also been at fault for failing to recog- 
nize and credit the fact that the Internet does provide 
increased risks for copyright holders. Moreover, some 
representatives of these groups appear to seek greater fair 
use rights than existed in the analog environment. 
Thus, the overall environment has become increasingly 
negative, and it seems unlikely that the users, publishers 
and producers will come together and reach an agree- 
ment on many of these issues. Since January 20@0 there 
has only been one amendment to the Copyright Act- 
The Works Made for Hire and Copyright Corrections ACI 
of 200Q2. This amendment removed the recently added 
sound recording category from the definition of works 
for hire. In addition to Copyright Office recommenda- 
tions to amend the statute, there are also pending amend- 
ments, a couple of serious proposals and a number of 
cases that are very important to special librarians - all 
of which will be discussed below. 
Statutory Proposals 
The most important pending amendment for libraries is 
the TEACH Actj. TEACH would amend 5 110(2) by broad- 
ening the exemption as to the types of works that may be 
performed by nonprofit educational institutions or gcv- 
ernment bodies. It would also relax the Iimitarions on 
the place of reception. But there are restrictions and new 
requirements that must be met in order to take advan- 
tage of the expansion it offers. Aii categories of works 
could be performed with two exceptions: (1) works "pro- 
duced or marketed primarily for performance or display 
as a part of mediated instructional activities transmitted 
may - 
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" 1 0,000 pages 
e ; ,750 articles 
0 5/000 
iii ustrations, 
:nc!uding color 
via digital nerworks" and (2)  performames or displays 
that use a copy or phonorecord that the institution knew 
or had reason to beleve was not lawfully made or ac- 
quired. 
Except for sondramatic literary and musical works, per- 
formances of other works are limited to "reasonable and 
linited portions," but less than the entire work. Displays 
are Iimited to an amount comparable to that typically 
displayed in the traditional classroom, except for 
aondrama:ic literary and musicai works, on which there 
is no 3mit on the amount. Additionally, the performances 
and displays m s t  be an integral part of the class session 
and must be comparabie to ones that occur in rhe physi- 
cal classroom. In the place of the existing classroom re- 
striction, TEPEE imposes a requirement that the trans- 
mission be ~ a d e  solely to students officially enrolled in 
the conrse or to government employees who receive the 
transmission as a part of his or her official duties. 
The aEendment introduces some new safeguards to pro- 
tect ccpyright owners because digital transmission cre- 
ates greater risks for copyright holders. Institutions must 
implement copyright policies, provide accurate copyright 
information to members of the university community, 
promote compliance with the law and provide notice to 
recipients that materials used in the course may be sub- 
ject to copyright. For digital transmissions, the institu- 
tion ~ u s t  apply technological measures that prevent: (I] 
the retention of the copyrighted work in an accessible 
form by recipients for longer than the class session and 
(2)  further unauthorized dissemination of the work in 
accessible form. If there is no digital version availabie to 
the institution or if the available digital version is subject 
to technological measures that prevent its use fcr the dis- 
tance education course, the institution may digitize the 
analog version. This is not a blanket right to digitize 
analog works, but it is subject to the limitation that such 
digitization may be oniy for the portion of such works 
authorized to be performed under 5 110(2). 
TEACE has passed the Senate. Despite the negotiated re- 
vision bring agreed to by educational and library asso- 
ciatiocs and the publisher and producer communities, 
the Hcuse of Representatives has taken no further action 
to revise tine distance education provision of the Act. This 
pending amendmezt offers balance between the needs of 
copyright holders and the distance education community. 
Datakase legisl;sNon 
For several years, bills have been introduced to provide 
protection for databases outside the copyright law. AI- 
though Congress has yet to pass such legislation, there is 
conti~ilir~g interest on the part of database producers to 
enact a srarute to protect databases as staple items of com- 
merce. Foilowi~,g the Feist4 decision cwhich held that in 
order to qualify for copyright protection, factual compi- 
lations had to meet the originality requirement grounded 
in the U.S. Constitution), database publishers began to 
lobby for a new form of protection for their products. 
Based on the investnent and effort of the database pro- 
ducer, compilations that are not original would be 
protectable under a non-copyright statute. The proposed 
amendment would offer 15 years of pro~ection but wouid 
be renewable whenever the producer updates or expands 
the material. This is a matter of continuing concern on 
the part of library, education, research and scientific com- 
munities because of the need to have unfettered access 10 
facts that are the building blocks of science and research. 
It is likely that a new darabase bill will be introduced 
this session. 
CapyrfgRt Regr;bat.iac.ss &-.id %eports 
During the past two years, the US. Copyright Office has 
produced two significant reports as required by the Digi- 
tai Millennium Copyright Act. The first deals with anti- 
circumvention5; the second addresses the first saie doc- 
trine6 and backup and temporary copies7. The anti-cir- 
cumvention provision of t i c  DMCA supports copyright 
holders who use devices such as encryptmn or other 
methods to control access to rhe i~  works. The provisions 
were immediately effective in IS98 against anyone who 
manufactured, dstributed or trafficked i~ an anti-circblmven- 
tion device, h t  not agaimt anyone who wed such a device. 
In the DMCA, the Copyright Office was direc?ed to con- 
duct a study two years after the effective date of the 
amendment and produce a report that wouid determine 
"whether persons who are users of a copyrighted work 
are, or are likely to be in the succee6ing 3-year period; 
adversely affected by the prohibition.. . in their ability to 
make noninfringing uses.. . of a particular class of copy- 
righted work." The study was tc consider the availabil- 
ity of copyrighted works for use, their availability for nse 
for nonprofit archival, preservation and educational pur- 
poses, and the impact that circumvention technologies 
wii! have on fair use and on the market value of silch 
works8. The result of hearings and the report9 was a 
rule that made the provisions effective against an indi- 
vidual user of ar, anti-circumvenrion device. 
The announced rule details oniy rwo classes of works 
that are exempted from the anri-circumvention prohibi- 
tion: "Compilations consisting of lists of Web sites blocked 
by filtering software applications and literary wcrks, is- 
cluding computer programs and databases, protected by 
access control mechanisms that fail to permit access be- 
cause of malfunction, damage or obsoleteness." The first 
exemption applies only to users who want to evaluate 
Web sites for purposes of criticizing them. Access con- 
trols have an adverse affect on the ability to do this. The 
purpose of the second exemption is to permit users, in- 
may - 
cluding libraries, to have access to the works for which 
they have paid but for which some malfunction inter- 
feres with this use. The narrowness of these two classes 
makes them almost meaningiess in practical terms. 
Libraries and researchers had hoped that the more recent 
5 1.34 {DMCA) reportlo wouid reaffirm that the first saie 
doctrice still had relevance in the digital environnen: 
and :hat it applied specifically to digital works. Instead, 
the report found that transmissions over the Internet re- 
produce a copy on rhe recipienfs computer to which the 
first sale doctrine does not apply. Sibrary associations 
made the argument that transmission followed by the 
immediate deleticn of the original file from the 
transnitter's computer is the equivaient of the transfer 
of a physical copy. The report rejected this argument 
primarily because physical copies degrade over time while 
digital copies do m t .  Apparently, copy qaality controlled 
whe~her t i e  first sale doctrine had any application to digi- 
tal works, rather than rhe social policies of [he first sale 
doctrine. This disappointing h id ing  segregates digitai 
works from analog ones, even though Congress repeat- 
edly said that the 1975 Copyriglnr Acr was technology 
neutral. ClearXy, this is co  longer the case. 
The sanre study also dealt with 5uffer copies and backup 
copies of digital works. The very operation of a ccm- 
puter means that a copy of a work is reproduced and 
stored in random access menory (RAM). also referred to 
as kkffer copies. The Regster's 5 1.34 report considered 
whether these so=etimes called "effervescent" copies vio- 
iate the copyright holder's exciusive rig@; of reproduc- 
tion. Buffer copies are a cecessary incident of audio 
strea~aing on the Internet. The Register's Xeport recog- 
nized that a strong fair use case could be made i o ~  buffer 
copies that result from streaming. For clarity and predict- 
ab5ity, the repo~? recommended the Act be amended to 
preciude iiabikity for tempcrary buffer copies, but only 
for those copies that are incidental to a licensed digital 
transnissioc of a public performance of a sound record- 
ing and any underiying musical work. 
Backup cogies of computer programs are p e r ~ i t t e d  un- 
der 5 117 of the Act for the owner of a compurer pro- 
gram. He or she is peraitted to make aarother copy of a 
program in two instances: when it is an essentiai step to 
utilize that program in conjunction with a =achine, such 
as by loading the program onro the computer's hard drive 
and as an archival copy. The Register's Report clarifies 
that the archiva! exeEptior, for computer programs does 
not permit making backup copies of other types of digi- 
tal works and recomme~ds ar: amendrmx? to specify that 
the right to make an archival copy does not permit redis- 
tribution of these legally made backup copies. 
Cases-3MCA 
There have been a number of important cases over the 
past two years that have interpreted the DIkqCA. The 
NepsteP litigation costinnes even as the judge has re- 
quired Napsrer to shut down its We5 site and negottate 
with copyright holders for a license to reproduce the s a n d  
recordings. The 9th Circuit U.S Ccurt of Appeals found 
Napster to be a contri5utory infringer because it know- 
ingly encouraged and assisted in the infringement of the 
copyrights in sound recordings. In Jacrrary 20G2, the 
Napsrer judge announced that she -sj-ou8d allow discov- 
ery t:, go forward on the copyright misuse issue raised by 
Napsler, wbich had argued that the record ccmpanies 
misrrsed their copyrights by iEposing restrictive :ems 
on licensing their nusic in vioIation of antitrust rules. 
The Justice Department is also conducting an antitrust 
inquiry into recording c o q a ~ i e s  and has been doing so 
since the middle of 2093 because of the danger that the 
two powerful muitinationa! rivals, EMI, BMG and AGL 
-. ilme Warner [MusicNet) and Sony and Vive~di  Int'i 
(Pressplay) could control pricing 2nd eliminate competi- 
tion fron sEaiier independent record companies and 
o n l i ~ e  music providers. 
The ~ppeai  of the DVD decrypaion case was decided by 
the 2d District Circuit Court recently12. It is being appeaied 
to :he U.S. Sapreme Coar:, but there is no indication yet 
whether the Courr will agree Pa hear the case. The DVO 
encryption code (called CSS) was originally broken by a 
15-year-old Norwegian boy who made the DeCSS 
decryption program avaiiabie for free on a Web site. The 
5oy muid not be sued in the 'v'nited States; however, U.S. 
citizen Eric Corky, among many others, was sued for 
putting DeCSS on :he 2600 PBagazine Web site and for 
providing links where if  cod6  be foand elsewhere on the 
VJeb. Corley claimed that the inability to put the DeCSS 
decryption code on his Web site abr:dged his rights of 
free speech. The court disagreed and held that the anti- 
circumvention provision is a permissfbic content-neutral 
restriction on free speech, Eowever, for rhe first time a 
cou* did recogcize :hat conputer code was speech. z u c h  
iike any other piiAicatioc. Corley 315.3 claimed that the 
DMCA was unconst2ationai beca~se  r t  elimicated fair 
use, a right roored in and required Sy the Constitution 
and the First Amendment, Again, :he cow: disagreed. 
Bowing to pressnre fro% :he Znited States, the Norwe- 
g a n  govem~en:  recently announced that it would pros- 
ecute the now I&-year-old developer of :he DeCSS pro- 
gram for this circuEvmrion activity. 
Qther Cases 
The two most important copyright cases for libraries over 
the past two years are not D,MCA cases. Both am US. 
Suprene Gour! cases. Tssi~i '~ .  which was decided in June 
2C31 and Eidred Y. AshcrofP, which t h ~  Colrrt has p s i  
agreeb to hear next term. 
Tsrsini held that when freelance writers trmsferred the 
copyright in their articles to publishers prior to 1995, the 
information 
transfer did not include the electronic rights15. Thus, pub- 
lishers of electronic databases must compensate authors 
if their conrpilations are to include these freelance au- 
thors without a specific transferal of the electronic rights 
to the publisher. 
Eldred challenges the Copyright Term Extension ActzG. This 
1998 sratute extended the term of copyright by an addi- 
tional 20 years - fr9m life of the author plus 50 years, to 
life plus 70 years. The D.C. Circuit upheld the district 
court's decision that term extension was constitutional. 
Library associations had opposed term extension before 
Congress and the fact that the U.S. Supreme Court will 
now hear this case is encouraging. 
W h a t  Lses Ahead? 
Special librarians should monitor Congress to watch for 
passage of the TEACH Act, database legislation and for 
rhe proposal movie studios are making to Congress to 
include a devlce in each personal computer sold that will 
prevect the reproduction of copyrighted digital works. 
Representative Rick Boucher of Virginia announced ear- 
lier this year that it was time to amend the Copyright Act 
to restore the balance that the DMCA had lilted too far 
toward copyright owners. Ee lamented the fact that the 
balance had moved toward protection and away from the 
public availability of works". He promises to introduce 
legislation Po restore the balance in the Copyright. @ 
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student spending the summer in the House of Representatives. During that summer of 1965, Goodwin had the 
opportunity t o  see Lyndon Johnson's administration at  its hlghest point as a flurry of historical social Legislation 
went from the president's desk through Congress. Little did Goodwin know at the time that she would also be there 
during Johnson's lowest point-when the pubik outcry about his decision to escalate the conflict in Vietnam grew so 
Loud that he was forced to drop out of the 1968 presidential race. But Goodwin, an opponent of Johnson's Wetnam 
poky, w8o with him during his find days a t  the White House and his retirement to his ranch in Texas. 
This experie~ce gave Goodwin an izsight few would have 
into Johnson-a coiorful figure, who rose from meager 
beginaings in the desert of West Texas to the height of 
world power. Goodwin turned this experience into a New 
York Tizes bestseller called Lyndon Johnson and The 
ArnerLcon Dream. After this smashing success, she moved 
onto other m a j o ~  2Ist century American figures-rhe 
Fitzgerald and Kennedy families and Franklin and Eleanor 
Rooseveit. She won a Pulitzer for No Ordinary Time: 
Franklin and Eleancr Roose.ueIt: Tke  American Home 
Dun'zg TWwEd War I1 and speat five months on the Mew 
York Times bestseller Zst for The Fitzgerdds and The 
Kennedys. She also has appeared regularly as a com- 
mentator on NEE, written abour her beloved Brooklyn 
Dodgers in Wait TI[! Next Year: A Memoir [another 
bestseller] and became the first female jonrnaiist to enter 
the Boston Red Sox locker room. 
Yet, even one of America's zost-respected historians has 
not been able to avoid controversy. It recen~ly came to 
light that Goodwin did not properly attribute quores in 
The fitzgeralds rrnd The Kennedys. These revelations and 
the resulting contmversy has forced her publisher, Simon 
and Schustec to destroy unsold copies of the book and the 
University of Delamre to cancel a speaking engagemezt. 
Throughout ::he ordeal, Goodwin, the closing speaker at 
§LA'S 2002 h n u d  Conference, has admitted she made 
mistakes and fought to maintain her integrity. Ir, this 
mor,th.s informatfon Outlook, Goodwin speaks with Editor 
Leslie Shave: about this recen? controversy, her expedences with 
Johnson and bow she became interested in history. 
t e s i r i  s5a; r'c. W h a t  sparked your initial interest in 
governnzent? 
back to childhood when I kept scores of baseball games 
and recorded the history of those games. I also Iistened 
-with great interest to my mother's stories of the days when 
she was young. The past always had a hold on n e .  
But what happened to me is what often happens with 
many young people-there was a fabulous teacher in the 
government department at Colby College. We [the stu- 
dents] gravitated toward him. We was magical. I wen: on 
to get my Ph.D. in government, but it was still political 
history that absorbed me. 
lS: How did you end up working for LBJ? 
DIG: I had an active desire to have some experience in 
government during school so I worked in the House of 
Representatives for one summer during gradcate school. 
That was the fabulous summer cf 1965 when most of the 
Great Society legislation was passed. While I was still in 
college I interned in the State Department. 
Bnt my biggest experience in government was when I 
became a W-hite House Fellow ic the spring of 1967. That 
was the program started under Lyndon Johnson by John 
Garner, who just recently died. It was a fabulous program. 
Colin Powell was 2 White House Fellow. SO was Tom 
Johnson from CNN. Vou go down for a year and you are 
assigned to a Cabinet member or Whire House staff. 
It was funny how I began working for LSJ. There was a 
dance at the White House on the night we were selected 
and I danced with President Johnson several times. That 
was not so unusual because there were only three women 
there. During the course of dancing, he told me he wanted 
me to work directly for him in the White House. But it 
was not that simple. In the znonths before my selection, 
as a graduate student at Harvard, I had been active in the 
anti-war movement. I had written an articie against him, 
which came ont days after this dance at the Whi;e Mouse. 
I was certain he wosld kick me our of the program, but 
surprising!y, he said, 'Oh, bring her down here for a year 
and, if I can't win her over, no one can.' 
3 $. d-. Them a m  all these grenr stories about Johnson being 
this guy who was, for lack of a better description, rozgh 
around the edges. How true were these? 
DMG: He was the most cclorkl po!itical figure I have ever 
encountered. He was a great storyteiier even if half of his 
stories were not true. 
When I worked for hia, I was 
young-24 or 25-and in some 
w2ys he jus twa~ted  so.meone to 
listen to him. And I would listen 
avidiy to these great stories. I; was 
such a luxirry to spend so many 
hours with him. I was not doing 
critical stuff during those days. 
Johnson brought me to the White 
House right after he withdrew 
from the presidential race in 1968. 
T spent the last few months of my 
fellowship in the VJhite Eouse. He 
asked me to stay on for six more 
months until he left the presidency 
and to accompany him to his 
racch to help with his memoirs. I 
went down to the rznch part time 
while Z was teaching at Warvard. 
It meant walking with him up and 
down a dirt road that went to his 
ranch a rd  talking with him eariy 
for education; 53.1: at the time all the ddscussion centered 
on Vfetnar~,. He had no assurance :hat his Iegacy wouid 
see through. To live those last few years of your Iife and 
to feel that it could have been different was so hard for 
h i n .  1: was hard on his health. He had a hear; attack 
early on during the refiremeci years. He still was smok- 
ing acd not taking care of himself. Sonebow, I have a 
feeling some of that will to live had been Iost. If it was 
not for his r 'a~ily,  3 think it would have been totailg lost. 
Dfd he change your mind ori Vie tn~mZ 
2%: Not really. He 
in the morning when he was in his pool. 
I realize now even more than I did ar the time what an 
extraordinary experience it was to spend so nany hours 
with hi=. I feel privileged to have listened to that large 
character, especialiy in those days when he was still ab- 
sorbing the potential loss of his legacy and feeling anx- 
ious about the future. Be probabiy opened up to rr,e in a 
way that he would not have if I had known h i n  a: the 
heigh: of his power. 
LS,  Wha t  kind of toll did Vietnrrrn take opz him? 
DKGr There is no question it cut his presidency in half. But 
in some ways it also cut his life in half. [During retirenent] 
it was very hard for him to leave the ranch, Ikzowing if he 
went out to give speeches, there ir~ould 5e protests. 
Now historians are giving him credit for his accomplish- 
ments with civii rights; voting rights, Medicare and aid 
changed the e ~ p a t h y  1 felt toward 
him. He made me understand :he 
2ressures he was under and how 
much he wanted to get involved 
in the war. He thought we had to 
fight because we could lose ali 
these other countries in Southeast 
Asia. That did not convince me 
that it was rhe time to Gght the 
war, but the conversaliocs rer- 
tainly made E e  understand where 
he was coming from. I felt enor- 
~ m u s  empathy for his early de- 
sires to avoid confronting the war 
becanse he wanted to end poverty, 
accomplish things in civIl rights 
and provide people wdh a greater 
chance in life. That's where his 
passion was It ce~ainly made me 
feel sadder and more empathetic 
toward hlm. 
LS. TNRat spawned your interest 
z'rc the Fz'izgeraid and Kennedy 
fadl ies?  
:"%:p. 
,A,. The ~ o s t  iE:_portant thhg  -was that my hushnd,  
Richard Coodwic, was a young ai6e in :he Kecnedy can-- 
paign of 19/99 and worked on his White 3ouse staff. BP- 
cause husband h e w  the family well, I had me: many 
of the Samiiy members. 
Zquaiiy important was that we iived i s  Boston. The story 
of the Fi:zgeraids and Menne dys was as much the history 
of Boston as it was the saga of a far:ily-starting with 
the i ~ ~ i g r a a t  roc;:s of 3ohn Pitzgerald goicg up to the 
inauguration of John F. Kennedy, Jr. It had to do with 
that whole cycle of Boston histcry as well as the story of 
the famiiy. 
DMG: The interestizg thing, whez you look at the history 
sf the Kennedys, is that they stafied out in immigrazt 
substances. Thi 
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s i u ~ s .  john Fitzgerald was the one out of his nine brothers 
that made it up from poverty to become the mayor of 
Boston. Each generation moved higher on the Tadder- 
both economically and politically. 
I stazted the slory with the baptism of John Fitzgerald as 
he was carried through the slums acd tenements of Boston. 
I ended it as they carried the records of baptisms through 
t5e generations. The records stopped when John Ken~edy 
was assassinated. 
What you realize is that despite all of the wealth and 
power, the arbit~ariness was such that in the last gen- 
eration-when they should have enjoyed :he benefits of 
the wealth and power-four out of the nine kids died 
young. It seemed rn some way an odd arch to the story, 
showing that nothing insulates one from the arbitrari- 
ness 3f life a ~ d  death. 
Rose Kennedy would always say that if her children who 
died young could come back, they would still choose the 
lives they had Seen given to lead because they had been 
chosen !0 have so much excitement and adventure that it 
would have made up for the shortness of those years. It 
made rr,e think about that a lot, especially having young 
children at the time. If you would have the chance for a 
larger public life hut never see your kids graduate gram- 
Ear  schsoi a.cd fall in love and get married, would it be 
wort5 it3 
L5: As we talk about this book and your reseai-ch, we do 
have to rrddress some of the recent plagiarism allegations. 
irJv'FLatpmblems occurred as you mere researching and writ- 
ing the Fitzgeralds and The Kennedys? 
DRG: Wi~at happened is a lot simpler than what was made 
out to have happened. There never was a question of my 
having lifted passages fro= anybody else. As this has 
happened, things were told differently from what actu- 
ally happened. 
There w ~ e  attributions to the sources in one book in 
particular. These were just minor things that probably 
would not have been a problem if they had stood an their 
own, Sut in the one book with Lynne McTaggart there 
was simply a question of having taken notes on the book 
and not check~ng the book at the end against my notes. It 
was something I shoxld have done and it was siaply a 
problem of cot doing that. 
1.5: ,%w jZme you hanged your research process since then? 
-<,-,.. 
r/:Q.. ., Now- rhat i am on a computer, ?the process has 
chacged. Any notes or reactions from the book I keep 
separate from the source itself so that I know they are my 
 though:^ on the book, rather than the book itself. I have 
the book in front of me when I do the footnotes because 
i can do the footnotes at the exact moment I write, which 
is very different from the process before when 1 had more 
papers and stuff scattered around. Then sometimes I 
would be waiting until the chapter was done or I would 
be fi~ishing the footnotes later. Attribution is just much 
easier to do when you have ?he computer there and the 
process to do it right in front of you. 
What also makes it easier is that you can scan notes on 
books. You don't have to deai with the volume of the 
book. If you were writing a section and you would have 
had 15 books in front of you, it sometimes is hard to 
draft if each of these books have to be open to some- 
thing. But now that you can jus; scan the pages all you 
have to do is fold them. Modern technology has helped 
and it wili never happen again. 
LS: Was The Fr'tzgeralds and The Kennedys the only book 
yoa can safely say this happened wirh! 
DKG: There is no question about that. The problem with 
The Fitzgemlds and The Kennedys was xnique to the pro- 
cess that I used. 
2 . 2  TWhich was? 
DMC: Not having the source as I took the attribution. The 
footnote always said cited to "X." It was simply a ques- 
tion of picking up some phrases or some fragments that 
should have been paraphrased. That's all it was. There 
has never been a question of trying to hide someone else's 
work. Nobody has argued thar. The idea that plagiarism 
was involved was absolutely wlong. 
LS: What were your first reactions when this becarnepub- 
Zic? Do you feel like yoa have been betrayed by anyone 
since this happened? 
2Xi: Most people rhat I know and the people that I lec- 
ture to have noi only been very loyal but a!so incredibly 
supportive. I have given a couple of lectures since this 
has happened-one in Spricgfidd, Ohio, and one in St. 
Paul, MN-where I have gotten standing ovations at the 
end. It meant a lot ra get this applause knowing that the 
people still felt a sense of connection to the person that 
you are. K think what people respond to in a book is not 
simply the mechanical process in the end, but rather lay- 
ing bare to the clharacters ycu are writing about, the re- 
search quality and how you deal with the strengths and 
weaknesses of the characters and how  yo^ bring the char- 
acters to light. There are so many other aspects of what 
make a book matter to a reader. 
The one thing I guess I did not redize doring this is when 
you are a public figure, you are open to this kind of criti- 
may 26102 
cism. 1 haw never really experienced this before. 3u: in 
the end, the things that matter to you before-the family 
that stands behind you, your cclieagues that have been 
supportive and your gear friecds-are s?ilI the things ahat 
matter to you. You take that for granted a lot of times but 
when you are going :hrough one of these things.. . that is 
what.. . gives you strength. 
LS. Looking at the complete other extremx, what was it 
lflce to win the PzrZirzeri 
't%.G- The East wonderful thing aboat i: is the knowi- 
edge that it has been give2 to you by coiieag~es in your 
profession as,$ thar it is something that will stay with 
ycir for the rest of your life. 
I loved working on that book. It was my favorite book to 
work on. If any one were going to have won the Puiitzes 
Prize, I am happy that it was thar one 
; S: What made that your fmorite bock? 
DMG: At a time w h e ~  less serious issues were at the sur- 
face (02. Simpson and Monica Lewinsky:, I felt enlarged 
tc be abk  to relive ar, era where the country was united 
by a commoc cause against a cc=nror enemy. 
Also, for me as a woman, it was such a great luxury to 
write about 2 great woman like Eleanor Rooseveit. it 
was also important because it was in :he homefront. i 
probably would not be we%: equipped to write about 
baitles abroad, but i ccuid understand the dynamics of 
what happened ar home, which has so march reievance 
to what is happening today in a way thar 1 would have 
never guessed at the time. 
i 9  Do yon see this country united in suck a way that it 
has not been since the 1945s? 
OMC: in the afterzath of September 11 it was, That attack 
was so stunning to the people. In some ways it was even 
more rupturing than Pearl Marbor. XIt  happened in New 
York City as ordicary peopie were gciil_g abour their daily 
lives, not on a military base somewhere far away. I sus- 
pect ~t mobilized sentiment and emotion even deeper than 
Pearl Xarbor. The consequences of Pearl Harbor and :be 
overarching effects of World &%r I1 are so enorrr,ous that 
we don't yet kcow :f the effects on the war on terror wiii 
match it. 
World war 41 changed the world. It ended. HitIer and the 
worst massacre in the Western Civilization. It changed 
our country. At the beginning, our country was rather 
economically divided with very few middle c!ass people. 
By the e ~ d ,  between the G.I. Sill, the progressive tax systen: 
and the expanded opportunities for work, the couctrgr was 
not only xmre powerful, Sut less discriminatory. The 
country was a much better place at the end of the war. 
Bniy t h e  will teli whether or not those changes occur 
here; but ?he initial acr of Septezber II did prodace that 
widespread unity. The question then becomes if we start 
moving into other countries, does President Bush have to 
recegotiate that consensus? I think everyone understood 
why we had to go into Afghanistan. 
S: As someone who has studied and seen some of the 
most extmordifinilry presidencies of t2e 20th cerztnni; hcw 
do you rate President Bush's performance so fm? 
,- i r r  U ~ V S  1think there is nc qnes t i c~  that right after Septem- 
Ser 11 he found the exact right tone and the voice that 
;he country needed. I thought in some ways his 30s: 
interesting mornen? was that one in Kew York when he 
was with the firefighters and the police and they said, 
'We can't hear you.' 
Ee said, 'That cioes cot matter. We can hear yoa and the 
whole wcrld caE hear you.' 
That was a spontaneous thing where you somehow get 
the feeling that a ieader is absorbing energy from the 
peoplead  1 think tLat's what happened. He had already 
shown some signs of s i re~gth by smrounding himself 
with a strccg Cabice:. in the beginning he was crrticized 
for getticg peopie so nuch  more experienced than f i n  
People wondered if he would really 5e in charge. W:, 
when a crisis like rbls occurs, I think everyone is giad 
that he is surrounded by strong people. 
Roosevelt was able to n a k e  the hozxfront and the 
warfront one Tbey were not iwo separate fronrs. So every 
decision tkat he made was to protect us far the war effort 
as a whole. I %nk of both sides now, people are aito- 
gether on the war b : ~ t  are arguing aboct domestic PO- 
iices. The debate is very good. But I think the debate has 
to be In terms of what resources we need if we are going 
to have a long-term war. And how do you judge every 
thing against that possibility? 
Government and bzsiness had a great partnership darisg 
World War IX that prcduced tens of thousands of ships 
and ranks, No cne imzgined that could have been Sone 
in such a short period of time. That's an urgercy that is 
still needed iiere. 
: f .  Lcoking into the future, who are some f f g~res  you m e  
targeting for bocks? 
,?FL:. I am working cn a book abont Licccln now and 
that wi!i take awhile. He is s w h  a large figure and the 
w+r is so central; it wjil probably be done in two pa2s 
because it was getting very fat. 
you prit those resources t o  work in your library. We've developed comprehensive print subscription services as well 
as e-journal and database systems that offer electronic access t o  thousands of titles. Our sophisticated linking 
capabilities allow researchers to  easily find content in any format, whether from your OPAC or  Web page or our 
easy-to-use interfaces. We've also created a new online book ordering service, a simple 
solution for acquirmg titles needed quickly. To learn more about our solutions for your 
library, visit w.ebsco.com. 
EBSCO Information Services ... bringing together 
the pieces of your information collection. 
The first one w i l  be called A Team of Rivals: Making 
Lincoln's White House. It will focus par:,icular!y on this 
great tnmdtuons group that surrounded him in his circie. 
Ail of whom were kis rivals originally. What's so grea: 
abou: rhls focirs is thar they ali kept diaries and they wrote 
intimate, ermtionai letters ti: each other. This allows you 
to recreate their prfvate lives as well as tkeir public lives. 
Eincoin somehow becomes t5e =aster of this extraordi- 
nary circle, though in the jeginnicg they aii ?kink they 
should Se ;;resident instead cf him, 
Ef William Manchester had not wrirten so greatly about 
Winston Churchill, I wouicl have ioved to written about 
him* He is a great 20'"entnry figcre. When I thought 
aboat how firefighters a d  police and ordi~ary people 
reacted after September 11, it was so remiciscent of the 
blitz when the Londoners were under siege for 37 straight 
dzys, but rehsed to give ir, and let their spirits be broken. 
When the windo-ws were shartered in resraurants after a 
heavy bonking, the storeowners wcuid put signs saying, 
"More open than usuai." Churckill was right; ia st as their 
finest hour. 
3%: One positive thing it did was rivet people's atten- 
tion to public Iife and the inportant questions in public 
Iife. What was hopefd during the never-endicg election 
wzs that real questium were raised abouxihe way n7e 
vote and the kct  that some machines are older than others 
or more prone to error than others. It VJZS airnost like the 
foundation in cur v o t i ~ g  system was shaky in some ways, 
b u r  yoa never knew mti l  this strange hurricane occurred 
where everything was so ciose ;hat it Srcarght ail these 
probiem ro Iight. One had h q e d  that this tr~ould chaage 
these probleEs somehow. Some of this is stiii going on in 
littie ways, ju t  the attention that would have been given 
to the erection had September II not occurrecl -woarld h2v2 
 bee^ much greater. 
Dl?C I did not foilow t h e n  to LA. In fact for seven years, 
I just riid not folJow basebail at ail ~ n t i l  I moved to Bos- 
ton to go to Warvard acd went to Fenway Park. When I 
went to Fenway Park, the fans ia Boston were so r e ~ i n i s -  
cent of the old Brookiyn Dodger fans that I became a Red 
Sox fan. My &her went through a similar transition. He 
did not foiiow baseball either k c a a s e  he was so sad- 
dened by it ail. but evenkally he Secame a Mets fac  
People went different ways afterward, but it took awhile. 
Ycn just did not move from one thing you love5 to an- 
other thing. Cnforknateiy, as much as I love the Red Sox 
they are iike the Brooklyn Dodgers-they do so well nn- 
til the very end and s o ~ e t h i n g  always happens. 
:X&. Y m  have b go w:fJI your hcpes. if you don't start o ~ t  
spriig t;l5nking you- teaz is gokg tc wm, 27en you have no 
b o p  for the =st of ZT~ year. i m: pS&g C,e Zeri Sox! & 
i\ilergent9s History 4f - 
It's What Separates Us 
Beconling independent from Moody's has not changed Mergent's dedication 
to accuracy, rehabiIiq and ease-of-use, Ow global research and reporting on 
pubiicly traded corporations is msurpassed. 
From h e  turn ofthe century through the Grm Depression through <he co&pse 
of Enron, ~e have gathered more in-depth business ksrcry rhnn any other informatiori 
proiider - on mergers, acquisitions, corporate structure, financhis and securities deetail, 
And even as we mmai~ain this wealth of history in archiws md reference manuals, 
31ergefit continues to m&ehistorywirh industry-leading Inrernet and elecfrordc 
products that access Mergent's databases of more than 33,000 public$mded 
companies from Dore than 100 global mzkers including over -- 
a 14,003 US companies 
19,000 internatianal companies 
f8,OCIO mtmicipalitks 
a 85,OOfI a n n d  report5 
For fi~riher insight imo what Merge~t has to offer, call or iiisit our website to&y 
'foil KNOW A GREAT DEAL. STICK W17H WHAT 'IGU KNOW. 
Nikki Poiing is the assistant editor of Inf~rmati?n Out!ook. 
SLAJS 2002 A N N U A L  C O N f E R E % C E  IN LO5 A&GELE IS JUST ARQUR'6D THE C O R R E R  
and the association has announced a w m b e r  of Last minute events. With June rapidly approaching, Information 
Outlook brings you the following updates and sneak peeks of scheduled events. 
Wok r q $ g  ,'z~~ie?-~ 
A l i ~ ~ n  2, #mg: %a Speak A b w t  UsabiEty St t idy  
sf Cwporaxc 1 wstwnatz 
Are corporate intranets providing the information users 
are seeking? Alison J. Head has conducted a study to 
answer this query. "On-the-Job Research: How Usable are 
Corporate Intranets?" by Zead (with Shacnon Staleyj 
presents 32 findings and makes 24 recommendations as 
to how companies can construct their intranets with a 
more "usable design." Head conducted her study in the 
summer of 2001 amongst seven different companies: 
Bechtel, Chevron, Fireman's Fund Insurance Company, Gale 
Grozp, Ciiead Sciences, Sun Microsystems and Synopsys. 
She mas curious to know, "What do people need in their 
everyday job-and is it available, or can they find it?" 
When the results were in, she found that more than half 
of the stndy participants could not find information on 
their corporate intranets, as assigned to them in their 
hypothetical "tasks." Head explained that although con- 
tact information ranked as the most sought after item oa 
a compally's intranet, often that information was spread 
out-with a user having to search for the name of the 
contact in one place and number or address in another. 
During the Hot Topic presentation, Head will discuss the 
study, in which managers, admicistrative assistants; 
librarians aild market researches were monitored to docu- 
rnmt 3ow well corporate intranets function to answer 
frequently asked research questions. 
"Intranets are evolved, but not as evolved as we think," 
said Head. 
Head is the founder and principal of Alison J. Head & 
Associates, a asability consulting firm in Sonoma, Caii- 
forz% Her clients include Hewlett Packard and Sun 
Microsystems. She is the former director of information 
management for the Press Democrat and has taught at 
San Jose State University's School of Library and Infor- 
nation Szudies for nine years. Head has a Ph.D. and a 
MLS from U.C. Berkeley and was a visiting scholar at 
Stanford University, where she studied human-computer 
interaction. She is also the author of Design Wise: A Guide 
for Evaluating the Interface Desigx of Information Resources. 
Recent corporate accounting and financial reporting 
developments (e.g., Enron, Suprema Specialties) neces- 
sitate a pressing need for data gatherers to read between 
the lines (in order to evaluate the information provided 
versus their true vaiue) and insure their clients get cor- 
rect information in response to their requests. Regardless 
of what you think you know, retrieved information can 
be deceiving and/or misleading. Data that is gathered 
and passed on to clients cannot be biindly accepted as 
being accurate. It needs to be questioned, evaluated and 
validated. An information professional's integrity and 
image are based upon answering client's requests 
correctly and in a timely manner. 
The information professional's role is of the utmost 
importance to their organization (be it academia, gov- 
ernment or private sector). Potentiaily incorrect, non- 
evakated and non-validated d& can lead to an information 
professional's downfall. 
This Hot Topic session will cover data sources, potential 
data pitfalls, data interpretation and ways of recognizing 
and resolving the problems they pose. AttenCing this session 
will improve the information professional's data integriv 
and analysis, thereby increasing their credibility, performance, 
image and client satisfactioc. 
This event is a follow-up to Morris Blatt's, "Accuracy vs. 
Precision in Secondary Data Sourcing," a presentation at 
last year's §LA conference in San Antonio. 
Morris Blatt is president of On Trac Solutions, a training 
may 2CO2 
and ccnsulting compacy speciaiizing in competitive in- 
telligence, data acquisition and strategic planning. He has 
30 years experience and Iris clients incinde everything 
from start-up businesses to $43 billion companies. Biatt 
served for two years as the strategic placning officer for 
S M s  New Jersey Clapter, as well as serving on the steer- 
ing committee for SkRs Northeast Megicnai Meeting. 
Currently he is an editcria! review board aember for 
C~mpell t ive knteiligence Review and an advisory board 
member of Frcst & Suiiivan's Co~petitive Intelligence 
Conferences. Ke was a review cornnittee member of the 
2031 National Online Meeting, 
'$i&jai .&.crsa~ic:r ser{p:, 
Due 10 buiget cuts, a iack cf free time or travel restric- 
tions, §LA understands that nct all members car, make 
the hike to LA. And since users are S e c o ~ i n g  mom ccm- 
fortable with iearning a', their desktops, it seeE§ the per- 
fect time for the association to engage their latest learn- 
ing tool-the Virtual Assoc:ation Series. Created to rmet 
the changing needs of SLA mernbers, the ser:es also rel- 
egates more freedom to the presenters. 
There will be three virtzal presentalions taking place in 
LA this June, ail of which will be available throughout 
the United States and Cznada. Each seznlnar can 5e viewed 
from a desktop or a pre-selected sjte withir, the Los hn-  
geles Convention Center. The presenra:ions ~ t f i i z e  
%- :alnShark, : a system that incoArporatss audio conferencing 
and PowerPoin', technobgy. The Vi3.d Association Series 
will include the foliowing scheduled presectations: 
Return on Information Investment: Quantifying 
Your Value in the Organization 
&. \tentative c titie] ' 
53e3i..cr. Jan Sykes. Inform-ation Maaagemwzt Ser~zces 
" F~-J Monday, J u ~ e  10, IL:3fr a.m. - 1:CG p m .  [PST)  
If you are unable ro artend ar,y of these live sessions, a 
V-Pak can be purchased within two weeks of acy live 
session. The V-Pack includes an instsnction sheet to 
access the PowerPoist siides, a hard copy of tke har,d- 
cuts and an audiotape of the session. Attendees pian- 
ning ro participate in virtual presentations on-site in 
Los Angeles wii: not be charged; howeve:, if yoc are 
logging on to see a presentation cff-site, you will be 
charged in accordame to rares used. for the SLA Strate- 
gic Learning R a n ' s  "Virtual Sexninars." For more ic- 
fcrmation, contaci the Strategic Learcing  tea^ at (202) 
939-3679 or SLKs Kcowledge Exciraage at (902) $39- 
3639. You'ii Se glad you did! 
~ , ~ ~ ~ 7 ? % 4 1 . r  i r >  ....., 
&p.e:. ce:.;n$2<kin~: 
Locking for z new jcbl Are you an empioyer searching 
for new talent? Consider dropping by %A's Career C m -  
neetior, {forEer!y Employmeat Clearinghouse) during the 
23.32 a n ~ u a l  conference in Zos Angeles. Career Conner- 
tions iinks e~ployers  to talented professionals, by pro- 
viding live interviews at the conference. You C ~ E  conduct 
job interviews in Los h g e l e s  4mm Sunday, June 9, 
tkrough Weednesday, Jnne 112. To learn nore a5ocr the 
available opportunities through Career Connection, visit 
www.sia,org/con:ent/jobs/co~nectio~.cf~ or call the 
Strategic Learning Teax at 202-939-3627. 
Wit5 aore  than 50 con?iauous 
eriucation courses jCEj sched- 
uled for the anauai coafemnce, 
there is certain to 5e a course to 
r:eet every inSorIEatici: 
profession~l's needs, Whether 
you ceed ro cb:ain knowledge cn 
a specialized t o i c  or '+ L L . L ~ - W ~ ~  
your skills, this year's GE coursss offer a ~arainbow cf pes- 
slMli:ies 2nd are created to mee"ocr divis~oa level. To 
find out more, e-zmil leaming@sia.org, visit w?ivw~sla.oi.g 
(kexyword search: CE courses] or caii the Strategic Zearni~g 
Team at 202-339-3627. & 
NOTE: Xr, r~ference to the April Inf~rmotfcn On:- 
look featxe, "Organizing Goqorate Knowledge: The 
Ever-Changing Role of Cataloging acd Classifica- 
tion," a corresponding seminar abour cataloging will 
be featured at SLKs 2002 Annual Conference in Los 
Angeiks. The rogram,  which will be held Mond.a~, 
June LO from 1:3C p a .  to 3 p a . ,  is sitled "Changes 
io AACR2 acd Their I ~ p a c t s  on Cataloging," 
C e l e b r a t i n g  7 0  Y e a r s  o f  P u b l i s h i n g  E x c e l l e n c e !  
/ A N N U A L  R E V I E W  
I n t e l l i g e n t  Synthes is  of t h e  Sc ien t i f i c  L i t e r a t ~ r e  
Your Key to Relevant Research in Biomedical, Physical and Social 
Your Patrons' Information Needs are as Unique as Their Field. Annuai Reviews has 'Your soliriion! 
For 70 yecrs, ~nnuci  Reviews has synthesized fie vcst amount of primary research literature to bring you over 4,7GO 
criticai authoritative review articies synthesizing over 640,000 primary contributions 
ir: 29 disciplines of science. 
W e  H a v e  S i t e  L i c e n s e  s o l u f i o n s  y o u  t a n  c o u n t  o n . . .  
*Tailored and Affordable Single and Mulfiple Site License Agreements for your Patrons' 
Research and Academic Needs 
*Continuous and Seamless Online Access 
"Links to Cited Research i n d u d h g  ISi's Web of Science@ and Med l ineB 
*Povrerfui Search Capabilities 
For more S i t e  l i cense or  Consort ium ic format ion,  visi t  us at  Booth # I  009 
at SLA or Contact  Annual  Reviews 
Cail toii free: 800.523.8635 or call worldwide: 650.493.4400 and ask for the Site iicense Department 
Guy St. [lair is the consulting specialist for Knowledge bf~ii~g-geinent and Learning at SMR International in New Yofk City. 
St.Clair is scheduled to author the association's centenay histoy, to be published in 2009. He ii a past-president of the 
association and can be contacted a t  GuyStClair@cs.com. 
strength in managing change i s  one of the association's critical assets. In fact, r't was at  a program at  an SLA 
conference that the theme of change management was so  forcefully stated that, for some practitioners, i t  became 
something of an operational mantra. David S. Ferriero and Thomas L. Wilding, speaking in  5an Antonio in 1991,  
recognized that "change i s  both inevitable and desirable'Yn information management (Ferriero and Wilding, 1991). 
If change i s  both inevitable and desirable in our work, i t  can be safely sajd, without fear of contradiction, that change 
is equally inevitable and desirable in our professional association, In that context, Past-President Donna Scheeder 
said it best and repeatedly during her presidency: "In SLA, change i s  our tradition." 
One of SLA's best-ioved and most influential management 
leaders was Rosabeth Moss Kanter, who at SLA's 1986 
Conference in Boston had more than 1,000 specialist li- 
brarians standing and cheering. Her book on how inno- 
vation and entrepre~eurship could bring about change 
in the Arnerican corporation had just been published and, 
as she describer! how specialist librarians could become 
"change masters" in their own organizations, everyone 
jumped with joy. Lijrarians finally felt a connection with 
the practice of management that few had ever felt before; 
Kanter's inspiration and drive pushed everyone forward. 
Kanter's inspirations didn't stop with 1986, though. In 
fact, she has continued to publish and speak about the 
subjec? of change. In a 1998 interview she defined what 
she calls "the change-adept organization" as an organi- 
zation which is constantiy investing in three things: 
* innovation; 
4 learning and professionalism; 
4 coilaboratiorr (Kanter, 1998). 
S a n d  familiar? Ka~te r  could almost be describing SLA. 
If you think about the changes that have taken place in 
the association within the past decade-the creation of 
new divjsions and chapters; the establishment of cau- 
cuses as associatior, subunits; the identifcarion of core 
competencies for information professionals; the work of 
the five task forces and similar activities-you have to 
accept that Kanter's three criteria converged as these 
changes were undertaken. SLA embodies innovation, 
learning acd professionalism and collaborazion unlike any 
other professional association affiliated with librarianship, 
information management or knowledge services. 
But SLXs appiication of these criteria can be taken back 
m ~ c h  further than the past decade, to long before they 
were articulated by Kanrer. For example; SLA's very in- 
ception began with a need for change. The question of 
whether to change was not even a consideration. Major 
change was required and it had even been anticipated 
before John Cotton Dana and F, 3. Deberard cailed a group 
of 20 specialist librarians together on the veranda of the 
Mi. Washington Hotel in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, 
The participants in rhe "Veranda Conference," as it has 
come to be known, decided that the demands of their 
jobs had actually created a new kind of librarianship- 
that of library service geared to meet the needs of spe- 
cialized situations. These librarians were breaking com- 
pletely new ground. There were no patterns to follow. 
They felt that they had everything to gain by forming 
their own working group to tackle their problems coop- 
eratively (Elizabeth Fe~gusoc, ir? Mitchell, 1959:. 
An early change built on this cooperative focus. The in- 
clusiveness and diversity of SLA's membership was 
established as a singular characteristic of the association, 
as is demonstrated in the association's constituticn 
(Adopted at Bretton Taoods, New Hampshire, July 2, 
1909): 
The object of the association is to promote the interests of 
the commercial, industrial, technical, civic, municipal and 
legislative reference libraries, the speciai departments of 
the public libraries, mi-dersities, welfare associations, and 
business organizations (Mitchell, 19593. 
Diversity among the types 04 organizations represented 
in §LA was not the only thing that made members unique. 
Early on it became clear that "library" wasn't always the 
word to describe where they worked and what they did. 
In 1 941, newspaper reporter Leland R. Smith noted: 
may 23302 
These librarians often don't even call their piace c$ busi- 
ness ki library . . their libraries are " in fonat ion  centers," 
the librarians are fact finders. And tkey have their fingers 
in a lor of queer pies {Smftk, 1941:. 
Those queer pies provided opportznities, of course, and 
SLKs membership and its leaders were quick to u ~ d e r -  
take activities of the kind that would later be described 
by "etr F. Drucker when he advised nonprofit organiza- 
tions about change =anagenent. These organizations 
must be organized to "perceive opportunities" and "to 
systematicaiiy look both outside and inside for clues to 
innovative opprtsmities." One strategy, according to 
Drucker, is "practica!ly infaiiible" - to "refocus and change 
the organization when you are sticcessfizl." Responsibii- 
ity for change lies "at the top, as in everything that has to 
do with the spirit of the organization ... Executives who 
run innovative organizations must train theaseives to 
look cut the window, to look for change.. . The first re- 
quirement for successful innovation is to look at a change 
as a potential opportunity instead of [as] a threa t..." 
(Druckr, 1990). 
The opportunities were ?here Eronr the beginning, of 
cowse, and it soon became apparent to librarians work- 
ing in specialized libraries that there could be strength in 
numbers. So they began to affiliate by subject interest or 
business, foming their first group (later division] in 1916, 
Other groups were formed in qnick succession. The idea 
of local gatherings became popular as well, and within a 
few years of the associaf,ion's founding, 'Teqonsibility 
Districts" were created, later to evolve into the 
association's chapters (Mitchell, 1959). 
As an example of how to apply Drucker's "practically 
infalifb!en recommendation, %A's leaders eventzally Te- 
alized that much of the association's success was linked 
to the strengths of the membership, as represented in the 
divisions and chapters. Considered by many to be ?he 
memberships' direct connection to the SLA Board of Di- 
rectors, the ieaders of these two subunits (then calied 
"liaison officers"; were invited to attend board meeticgs, 
but they were not ectitied ic vote. This changed i~ 1994, 
when the success of those liaison officers in representing 
their respective constituencies led to a major s-lruclural 
initiative and association members a~prcved a bylaws 
change to create the Chapter and Division Cabinet Chairs 
and Chairs-Elect as directors, repiacing the Chapter and 
Division llaison OEcers. The first such directors were 
elected in 1974-1975. 
*Were these changes "smooth," siaply and elegantly re- 
solved with the iadies and gentlernerr ef the profession 
always marching along in srep with one another? 81 
course not, but they were ucdertaken and achieved suc- 
cessfxlly simply because the association's leaders recog- 
nized collaboration as a major management principle. 
They may or may not have realized that by the turr, of 
the 21': century, c~lhberation wouid be considered a criti- 
cal manage=er,t attribute. In his work on the szbject, 
Edward MarshalI has gone so far as to assert that "coi- 
laboration is the prenrier candidate to replace bierarc* 
as the crganizing principie for leading and ,~acaging tke 
21"-century workplaceii :~Varsha!i, 1995). If that is :he 
case, thec S X  is primed to continue its strength as change 
is required. 
But collaboration was cniy part of the picture, as was 
certainly evident in ciker changes which rewired an at- 
tention to innovation and a focus on learni~g and profes- 
sionalism. For exa~.pie, the aove toward beconing a gig- 
bal association was, quite literally, out of ei;r hands. As 
society in general and the business and research cornrm- 
nities in particular, m.aved to an international focus, our 
association could nst siapiy stand 3y and "let it hap- 
pen." And we were anticipating this change anyway? even 
if not in m y  formal way. As early as the end of World 
War 11, Wai;er Eausdorfer (§LA president in 1944-1945: 
described in 2 newspaper interview the association's in- 
ternaticnai relarions committee as warking with soze-  
thicg cailed "the joint committee for aid to devastated 
libraries," with pians to "extend [SLKs] sphere beyond 
our shores" ("Speciai library's.. ." 15451. Two ofher forrmr 
presidents, Eiizabeth W, Owens (1950-1951) and Vivian 
3. Wewitt [ l978-i9X>, made serious Eaves toward in- 
temationaiisrn during their respective t e r r ~ s  of office. By 
the last decade of the Last centnry, cf course, §LA had co  
choice but to become an international association. If it 
was to play a viable rcle in in formatb  rr,anagernent and 
in the support of information professionais wcrking in 
the fielci, SLA had lo do so with a giobai reach. 
Similiiarly, the move toward establishing §LA as a virtual 
association was driven not so meek by the naturai incli- 
nations cf the associaticn's leaders and staff, but sinply 
becanse §LA had to do it if it was tc function fcr ?he 
3enefi'l of its members. Establishing SLN as a virtual as- 
sociation was not easy. A collaboratioc of the highesr order 
was required, as were establishing an innovative anbi- 
ance and excelling a: learning and proiessio3aiism. 
Throughout this effort, the association's menbers were 
expcsed t9 the virtues cf the vieual association and nade 
aware of how it, wouX be used to enhance their in& 
vidnal professionalism. This parricular activity was done 
so weii that today z e s t  of us can't even i~iagine SLA 
without rec~gnizing its role as a virtual associaticc. 
Of course there were changes that did no: go smodhiy, 
and s o r ~ e  of these efforts can only be characterized as 
:inpleasant. The aembers of the associa:ioc and its lead- 
ership eouid not collaboraie in s o ~ e  areas 2nd s o ~ e t i r ~ e s  
an organizational version of "bad blood" resuited. The 
OCLC Metadata Contract Services, your contract cataloging solution, iets you 
add the staff expertise you need at a price you can afford. Providing. 
canversion, cataloging and physieai processing for materials in all 
bWiographic formats and many languages, OCLC's contract catabging 
soiution can help you eliminate your backlog and keep up with your current 
cataisging-getting materials to your users faster. A quality soiution for short- 
or iong-term cataloging assistance, OCLC Metadata Contract Services iets you 
baiance your resources effectiveiy. 
See our quatifications at 
infaEous dues increase of '1995 was preceded by several 
years of dissention and debate, including {because a by- 
laws change is recjuired to change the dues: a -'stand-upm 
vote at the 1991 Annzal Meeting in Sac Antonio. During 
this meeting, a momn to send the change to the men- 
bership in a =ail ballot was defeated. It was not u ~ %  
1995 that the dues Incre2se made it through rhe process 
and no amount of strength in bang change-adept could 
have made it happen any faster. 
Other changes have been suggested and have not come 
to fruition, despite the best intentions and siacerity of 
:hose proposing the change. Certainly one of the hottest 
issues has been, for many years, the name of tke associa- 
tion. §LA, as a professionai association, bas its strength 
in the diversity of its membership, as was clearly spelled 
out in the SLA Constitution of 1909. In the iaterveni~g 
93 years, however, that diversity has brought to SIA many 
iaterested parties -who are cot librarians, and whiie net- 
working with information and knowledge services pro- 
fessionals fron beyond librarianship continnes to be one 
of the association's great goais, some have sought a =ore 
direct path to these peopie. J a ~ e s  E. Dcdd !§LA presi- 
dent, 1980-1981) drew his lice ic the sand in his final 
address in June, 1981, referring tc the associa=ion's Raze 
as a "handicap" and sratlng his opinion that "the word 
'library' is an albatross aronnd cur necks from which we 
should cut ourselves free." Eleven years later, in x:y own 
final address as SLKs president, I also proposed a name 
chacge as a means of better expressing who we are and 
what we da. Since :hen, there has been mu& ccmersa- 
tion an5 debate about the name of the asscciation, but, 
in this instance, the change has cot happened. 
The future of the association is in the hands of its =em- 
bers. Mechanisms exist for .~oving the associa':ior, icto 
new-and, yes, perhaps threateaing or diffemx-dire- 
tions. We have a strlrcture that will permit ckange, and 
indeed, -will even permit change to that stricture. Simp$ 
put, the association caEe into being as a change agent, 
and it will only contince to exist if :t can continue as a 
change agent. Where the association will go and the kicd 
of associatior, it will be when it reaches its centenary 
can't be predicted today. 8 : ~ t  wherever §LA is going, our 
menrbers, ieaders 2nd staff will dc we21 to pay atlention 
to some thoughts from Sfephe~, Abram {paraphrased here 
with permission) : 
"The strategic window of oppcrtrrnity for. specialist libr.~?- 
ians and SLA is huge, but keep in mind that it won't be 
open / m g .  We're about ts enter :he boomer-retirement era. 
It will be the largest flight ~f knowledge capital from the 
open market-and from SLA-ir, kistory. Knowl~dge- 
tacit, explicit and cizirizral-uill need tc be tmnsferred. 
The gauntlet has been thrown dcwz for specialized 
librarianship and for SLR: use tke technology, m e  our 
SLA can be the means through wcich the worid reaches 
that door, if we are willing to accept that change. Fortn- 
nately, change zanagenxat, and change imple~entation 
are our great strengths. Acd change is onr tradition. & 
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SL.Y.4's Knowledge Age Pa-tner 
Peter Drucker is his own best adver- 
tisement for self-development and 
self-management. 
At 92, he has done more major work 
in recent months than xost of us can 
comprehend. He wrow a :!&page 
feature for The Economist last No- 
vember and an astide in the Haward 
Business Review this February. And 
he will be the keynote speaker at the 
2@32 Special Libraries Assoclafion 
Annual Gonferesce in Los Angeles 
this June. 
""Managing Oneself" is one of the 
largest chapters in his 1999 book, 
Marecrgemenf Challenges for the 2ZSt 
Century. He addresses the topic in 
articles and speeches, and in the 
lesser-known but fascinating '1993 
book, Dmcker on  Asia: A Dialogue 
Between Peter Drz~cker and isao 
Riszkauchi. He also provides some 
excellent tips on the subject in his 
February 2032 interview with infor- 
mation OLL&Q~.  
Changes in communicarions, tech- 
nology and society in general have 
made our work considerably differ- 
ent fro= what it was only a decade 
ago. But Drucker provides as witk 
ideas for managing 0.1, - careers no 
matter what curves technology or 
other forces throw at us. 
Managing yourself, in Brucker's 
world, revolves around some basic 
principles. It is up to you to ask your- 
self questions about how you rhink 
and work - and then seek answers~ 
'Ysu &nust then act on these an- 
swers-Drucker has found peopie 
rarely do. 
Identify your strengths and weak- 
nesses. Identify areas where you can 
improve, to make new contributions 
to your organization. Figure out 
what size insritutioa jest fits your 
talents. Learn to take respcnsibiiity 
for the quality of your relarionships 
with your boss and others in your 
organization. Determine whether 
your learning and working styles 
revolve around listening or reading 
Drucker says ?he failure to do these 
things leads to ineffectiveness. 
Have a strong set of values and a 
sense of ethics. The Latter need not 
be a cornpiex concept. We simply 
proposes the ' mirror test," What sofl 
of person do ycu iook at in the a i r -  
ror when you awake each day? 
Don't underes~inrare %he power of 
manners. SLA members know the 
workpiace cac be a harsh and cold 
climate. Drucker says we'd be sur- 
prised how far a genuine '-please" 
and "thank you" will take you. 
He also advocates a "feedback anaiy- 
sis." When you make a major deci- 
sion or starr on a new course of ac- 
tion, write down what you think the 
effects will be. Nine months later, 
compare what happened to what you 
thought would happen. 
elected Bibtiography: 
In Dmcker on Asia, ihere is a reveal- 
ing section about his o-wn develop- 
ment from a young Europeas law 
strrdent into a renowned manage- 
ment authority. As he relates in rhe 
I~fonrxit ion Oiztloak interview7 he 
spent m c h  of his time in the City 
Library of Hanburg, Germany. But 
he aiso attended :he q e r a  weekly 
and a periorr~ance of verdi's Fdstrrff 
changed his thinking and his life. 
"When I ~ a d a   study>" he writes: 
"I found, to my great suprise, that 
this opera, with its gaiety, its zest 
for life, and its incredible vklity: was 
written by a mas aged 8C6" Dru~ker 
discovers why the famous canpcser 
fell the need lo mriie a de=anding 
new opera when ke was already e k -  
erly and famous. Drucker Ejuotes 
h im "AII my !if€ as a ~ z s i c i a n ,  H
have striven for perfection. It has 
always eluded nre. I surely had an 
&ligation to make one nore try," 
The effect on D~zcker was profoand: 
"I have never Eorgotten these 
words-they made an inrielibie in- 
pression on xe . . . l  :hen resolved 
rha:, whatever my life's work weuid 
be, 'derdi's words -d~odd be my iode- 
star. 1 the2 resolved that if I ever 
reached an aci~i lced age, I vmuid 
mi give up, but wculc5 keep on. in 
the meantime, I wwld strive for per- 
fection even thozgh, as I weii knew, 
it wouid surely, always elude me." 
Bi?lce Rosemtein is a librmicn at LiSii 
TSDKf and an ~djuncf  professcr at 
the Catholic Zirziuersigy SCILGO.! of
Libmry and information Science in  
Wmizingto~., D. C He can Z J P  remked 
at brosenstei~r@matod~y.~~~m. & 
D m c k e ~  on Asia: A Dialogsre Betaeen Peter Dmckei- and I s m  NakarzcSri 
{Butterwoah-Meinemann, 1 FE'j 
The Effective Executive {HarperBusiness, 1967, paperback) 
The Essential Dxcker  jHaperCollins,2001 j 
Marcagenext CtmiZezges for ike 21" Ceqrztrsry (HarperBusiness, l999; 
2C.31 paperback) 
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by Tamara Yheile~ 
On September IT, terrorists forever 
altered the compkxion of Anlerican 
society. Since then, new policies 
have been implemented, even more 
have been debated azrd still others 
remain on rhe table. One such issue 
is the necessity for nationai identi- 
fication {ID) cards. 
The Unired States has previously 
considered standardizing ID cards* 
Usltii recently, debates centered on 
Lrelping enpioyers determine an 
applicant's eligibility to work in the 
iinited States. The debate now fo- 
cuses on preventing identity theft, 
terrorism and illegal im=igration. 
The current discussion started be- 
cause several of the hijackers car- 
ried IDS from multiple states ander 
muItipIe cames, This led to a pro- 
posal by the American Association 
of Motor Vehicle Ad=inistrators 
(AAMVA) . They advocate a federai 
law ro establish nationwide stan- 
dards for ID cards and scricter stan- 
dards for verifying a person's jden- 
tiry prior to issuing an ID. The as- 
sociation has asked Congress to ap- 
propriate $180 million for the pro- 
gram. They also requested funding 
for a database to be linked across 
federal agencies. 
Under AAMVKs program, states 
could still determine the appear- 
ance of a driver's license. However, 
common features would be man- 
dated, Specifically, IDS nationwide 
would hold a campnter chip con- 
taining a biometric identifier- 
such as a fingerprint. These IDS 
would use existing smart card 
technology to hold all of a person's 
information. The information in 
she documents would tiien be com- 
pared ro a nationai database to 
verify a person's idenrity. 
Senator Richard Durbin $3-EL; 2r3- 
posed legislation establishing fed- 
eral standards for driver's licenses. 
Like other proposals, each license 
would conrain a biometric identifier 
and state motor vehic?e adxninistra- 
tors could search federal databases 
to verify the person's identity before 
issuing an  ID. It also proposes 
harsher criminal penalries for 
people with multiple licenses, coun- 
terfeit licenses and for those who 
facilirate getting these licenses. 
The creation of this type of database 
is Zghly conrmversiai. It has been 
suggested that privace companies 
could supply the data because :he37 
are not constrained 5y the 7974 Pri- 
vacy Act. Kor only 1s the federal gov- 
ernment constrained when access- 
ing data, there is diificnity sharing 
it across agencies. Howeverer, the USA 
Patriot Act (wkich was approved by 
Congress in an amazing$ short tine:: 
attempts to correct these teehnicaf 
problems. 
The main argument of supporters is 
that a unilor= ID card would heip 
law enforcement apprehend crimi- 
na1s and illegal aliens. Supporters 
recommend driver's licenses be- 
cause they are established in ail 58 
states and are sufficient to verify 
identity. In addition, supporters con- 
t e ~ d  cha; a standardized ID isn't a 
national ID because it only ~nodi- 
fies an existing ID card. Likewise, 
most of the required information has 
already k e n  coiiected. According 
tc suppofiers, these I @  cards \rill 
prevent people from abusing cur- 
rently lax iaws for issxing licenses 
in so=e states or coun:erfeiting 
mem. 
Oppnenrs say that standardized i:- 
censes have the potential of becom- 
ing national ID ca~&-an "&n:ernai 
passport"-tha; wi3I 5e misused by 
governZen: and iaw enfcrcemenr. 
-- i aey  assert that officials could 
cbtain infornatios without going 
through prsper iegsli channels and 
request to see a person-s card with- 
o ~ t  provocation. 
~ 7 Opponents feel that coillmerclai data 
conpanies culrently gather Zoo 
much inforaation and fear what 
~.iould happen if the federal govern- 
xent  used such companies to build 
an ID database. This is an iavasmn 
of privacy, qponents say, because 
every time an ID is shown I n f o r ~ a -  
?ioz wiii be added to rhe database 
turning very personal information 
inro public knowledge, Related to 
this is a ccncern over the difr'icult~ 
of colrecting  isra rakes !n the data, 
and tkar large data5ases: such as tha 
one required by a national ID sys- 
tem, are especially prone to errors. 
Qponens dso concb~de <?at hackers 
wiil circusvent rhe database, sieal 
personal infcr~apicn and create a 
new identity l i ~ ~ i t i n g  the nanonal 
security benefits of a nniversai ID. 
Will such a proposal becane 13-w? 
T@e Bash Administration has ex- 
pressed opposition to developing a 
national IC card. As noted, ;hat op- 
position didn't dar122n the efforts 
of some lawmakers, nsing what they 
see as Amzricans' increased supper*, 
fcr a na~ional ID program since the 
9/11 terrorist attacks. Some :oils 
suggest they are right, iiowevec 
those polls also show that support 
is declining. At this potnt it is hard 
to determine rhe ourcome. The kg- 
islatian is still awaiting action. 
"A Hollywood Affair" 
- Conference Tote Bags 
2" Conference Lounge 
President's Reception 
- Award's Premiere 
Research 
Since the iast %Ex Corner" was pub- 
lished Cathy Mahe has joined the 
Knowledge Exchange as the infor- 
mation integrator. Cathy has gained 
professional experience both in in- 
dustry (MCI Worldcom) and the as- 
sociation world (American Trucking 
Association) and w1ll be a great as- 
set to the Knowledge Excharge. She 
wlli be concentrating on research 
and competitive intelligence for the 
association. Cathy is currently work- 
ing on an environmental scanning 
project to identify? gather an" ana- 
iyze information about associations 
and other professional groups. The 
goal of this project is ro identify 
which groups intersect wit3 §LA 
now (or in the future) and how these 
groups will benefit S X s  evolution 
43 some way, 
In my new role as staff liaison to 
SkA's Research Consnittee, I at- 
tended their meeting in Chicago. We 
have some exciting ideas for devei- 
oping the role of research in special 
librarianship. Initially we will be 
promoting S M s  Research Statement 
of June 2001 (http://www.sla.org/ 
researchstatement/) with a feature 
article in the Se~temjer  issue of In- 
fomcation QutZook. Tkis statement, 
"'Putting OUR Knowledge to Work," 
summarizes the roie of research in 
special librarianship; :he current 
state of our knowledge base, the 
building of a evidewe-based prac- 
tice (EBPj culture, what special ii- 
brariazs can do, w-hat researchers 
can do and whar SiA can Go by put- 
ting our knowiedge re work-to- 
gether. we are also preparing a pro- 
posal for the board on setting up a 
database of EBP, which hopefully 
will lead to publishing an annual 
peer-reviewed e-journal. 
On VJednesday, June 12, from 2:00- 
3 3 8  p.m., at S W s  Anmal Confer- 
ence in Eos Angeies, a seminar titled? 
"Beyond Mow 1 Done it Good" has 
been organized to provide practirio- 
ners with w a ~ p l e s  of how ro impIe- 
men1 E3P in the workplace. The 
program will focus on how to con- 
duct meaningful research on the job, 
and in turn, use the research to make 
better decisions. The seminar will 
include discussion on why EBP is 
important to the information profes- 
sional; how- to locate appropriate and 
applicable studies; and the experi- 
ences of special librarians who have 
conducted studies and used EBP re- 
search to make decisions. See the 
SLA 2002 Conference Planner for 
details about the participants. 
Ckangixig R~ ie  of p i x  
Pzr%~;sx::,atiaa 33ui:Teae; ic8zai 
Last year, in response to ongoing 
requests fro= SSLA members for 
benchmarks regarding such topics as 
budgeting and staffing, §LA partici- 
pated in Outsell, Inc.'s annuai study 
on the changing role of the informa- 
%ion professional in rhe corporate 
environmenx. 
The executive summary of this re- 
port can be founC under Recent In- 
dustry Reports in SLKs InfoStore, 
whjch can be accessed from the 
Rnowiedge Exchange Iink on S M s  
home page. We have also partici- 
pated in the 2002 survey, which was 
sen: to members in April. The ex- 
ecutive summary will be added to 
Recent Industry Reports as soon as 
it becomes availabie, which is ex- 
pected tc be in June. 
Career Seeking Projects 
Foilowing a Iocai 3.42. chapter meet- 
ing, What Went Right: Notes on 
EiSrary Closings and Other Life Les- 
sons Leame",," we discovered that 
the Illinois chapter has already been 
active in helping unemployed mem- 
bers. In light cf the many recenr 
association library closings, the D.C. 
chapter asked its en~ployment com- 
mittee to set up a Career Seeking 
Projecr. So far we are providing ac- 
cess to a group sf people who have 
experienced a career dismption to be 
nentors on a me-on-one basis; a 
group breakfast or evening meeting 
to d i sc~ss  and share ex2eriences; 
and presentations by career employ- 
nent and outplacement firms. I am 
sure that many other chapters have 
crganized simiiar projects. With so 
mmy mezzbers losing their jobs, I 
should be nos t  grateful if these 
projects could be shared with r;le 
tjohn@sia.org) ss  that we can set 
up a portal on SLA's Web sire for 
their benefii. 
New &j~ i ,a i3  
We are prepai?ng new information 
portals to cover schciarships an5 
grants offered by SLfi's chapters an3 
&visions, mentoring and the value 
of the information professions!, 
There are mazy resources available 
wlthn SLA and Its units, but they 
need ro be brmght together for easy 
access. VVe wiii be sending out sur- 
veys shortly and asiding them :o 
cther msoxces on the ?epics. 
The =ission ef the REX is to faciii- 
tare the exchange of knowledge 
wkhin SLKs gicbai ~oIp '~,~unity~ so 
piease let me kcow if you have asy 
great ideas or needs. 
information cutioaie 
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There have been many mmors about 
the discontinuation of Wiizo's Who 
in Special Libsas;es and I want to Bke 
an opportunity to address these in 
this edition of Money Matters. 
Two of the most frequent questions 
we have recently heard are "Why 
aren't we printing the Whc's 'Who 
anymore?" and "Why are you taking 
away a valuable member benefit?" 
There are indeed sonre changes c o n  
ing forth in relation to Whc's PJho 
but it is important to note that we 
are not taking away the TJ\Iho's Wha. 
We are simply changing the deliv- 
ery mechanism. 
The move to an online Whc's tVha 
has been in the works since 2999, 
In 2000, the board of directors ap- 
proved this change as part of the 
association's long-range iinanciai 
plan. This is just one small part of a 
plan that wili ensure the 
association's overall health in the 
future. When factoring in all of the 
resources devoted to the print direc- 
m y ,  inciuding staff time, overhead, 
production costs, postage, etc., rhe 
program cost just shy sf $230,000 
to produce in 200'.. While this may 
not seem iike much, when calculated 
on a per member cost it is quite ex- 
pensive-13 percent of your d x s  
went to this pnblication. In ad&- 
tion to the financial considerations, 
the Who's Who was substantially 
incorrect before it ever left the 
printer. To put tk6s in perspective, 
with nearly 13,GOQ members7 sub- 
stantial numbers of changes happen 
every day to rhe membership data- 
base. With the hundreds of changes 
that take piace during afi average 
month, the Whc's Who that was 
printed in October using September 
data -was terribly out of date by the 
time it reached the menbers. 
The finance committee, board and 
staff realize that in order to provide 
superior service to the membership, 
the association needs to provide enr- 
rent information that is available 
upor, demand, in a usable format 
and at no extra cost ro mernbers. 
Thus the Who's Whc cnlice was 
developed. In our conversations 
with the membership, we have come 
ro realize rhat the snline version, if 
i: were to replace the printed version, 
needed re have improved fucction- 
alify. That is what we are providing. 
A ne-wiy revised oniine version has 
been developed by staff and consuit- 
ants and tested. by r~ernbel-s. This 
improved version provides all rhe 
functionality currenily available in 
the print versfoc as well as  the 
following added capabiiities: (1: 
improved speed when perforning 
searches; (2; advanced search capa- 
bilities by various fieids {name, corn- 
pazy, locarion, unit, leadership po- 
sitioi.,, e t~ . ) ;  and [3)  multiple print 
and export features in aser-friendiy 
formats (PIIF, Excei and CSV) . These 
features enabie rxnbers to create and 
utilize directories that are relevat to 
their individual preferences. 
I ask for your indulgence in giving 
the online Whc's Who a try and I 
suspect that you will be pleasantly 
scrprised ~ i t h  the outcome. For 
those menbers who cannot or will 
not take advantage of the Who's V J ~ O  
oniine, a spiral-bound publication 
will be jx-oduced once a year for 
purchase. 

Cynthia V. BiU- is Wew President-Elect %or $LA 
Cynthia V. Hill is the new presidenr-elect of the Special 
Libraries Association ISLA). Kill is a manager at 
SunLibrary, Microsystems, Inc. Paic Alto, Caliior- 
nia, USA, and also serves on the adjunct faculty at the 
§an Jose State University School of Library and Infor- 
maticn Science. Hill and the newly elected members of 
SLA's Board of Directors will be instal?ed June 13.2082 
at SLKs 93rd Annual Conference in Los Angeies, Cali- 
fornia. At this time Bill Fisher, professor at the §an Jose 
State University School sf Library and Information Sci- 
ence in San Jose, California, will also be swom in as 
the 83rd president of S X .  Hill wili serve as president- 
elect of SL4 until June 2083. when her one-year term 
as SLA president begins. 
Others eiecred to the §LA Board of Directc~s for the 
2802-2003 Association include: Chaprer Cabinet Chair- 
Elect Davenport "Dav" Xobertson, chief, Library and 
Information Services Branch, National Institute of En- 
vironrraent Heaith Sciences/ National hstituts of Health, 
Research Tgangle Park, Nor~h Carolica, USA; Division 
Cabinet Chair-Elect Pax  Rollo, director, Information 
Resources far Credit Suisse First Bosron, New York, New 
York, USA; At-Large Directors Jesus Laa; dean of Infor- 
mation Services and Accreditation, Universidad 
Autonoma de Cuidad J~a rez ,  Mexico; and Barbara Pail. 
Splegelman, president, Spiegeiman Group, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, USA. Dee Magncni, president of Magnoni 
Grozp in Portland, Oregon, USA. will fill the vacant 
%rector position. 
Several crrrrenr SLA officers wiil assume new positions 
for 2002-2083: Hope W. Tiilman. past-president; 
Stephanie Tolson, chapter cabinet chair; and Karen 
Kreizman-Egeczek, division cabinet chair, Continuing 
to serve on  he board of directors: Marjorie M.K. Hlava, 
director; David Stern, director; Christine De Eew Klein, 
director; and Richard Geiger, treasurer. 
NRL Libranfaax Receives Navy Mzxitowfo-cu Civiujlisrrs 
S&SIC~CP A w d d  
SEA member hurfe  Slackpole, chief libfarim of the 
Navy Research Laboratory (NRL), is the recipienr of a 
Navy Meritorious Civilian Service Award. 
Stackpole directs the Xuth 3. Hooker Research Lisrary, 
a specialized scientific and tschnical information re- 
source servicing NRL and the Office of Naval Research 
(ONR) . In this capacity, she plans, deveiops and impie- 
ments a broad progrsn sf inior=atioi.l services, giving 
oversight to and paeicipating in the design and de- 
velopment of systerx %ha% provide KRL and ONR re- 
searchers with aronnd-the-clock access ro scientific and 
technical information. 
A pariial except i ron the award citation reads: '-For 
meritorious achievenxnt and service to the United 
States Navy and the Naval Research Laboratory for her 
pioneering work in developing and applying digital li- 
brary technologies.. . Ms. Stackpole is especially com- 
mended for her role as a founding =ember of the Con- 
soriium of Naval Libraries, in helping to develop an 
electronic iicensiog progran that has saver? $5  nilion 
over the past three years and provided critical informa- 
tion resosrces at the desktops cf 90,C09 users.. ." 
Stackpole received an -M.L.S. at the Catholic Eniversity 
of America, in Washington, D.C. She also hclds an ,MA. 
in physics from Smith College (Northampton, MA) and 
an A.B. iz physics born Trlrrity CciEege in Wasi.Agon, 17.C. 
Use 
Pswellk Tecknmieal Bookstore i s  dwrsys 
seeking quality technical, scietstific, and 
academic titles. W e  ohr tersk or trade end 
can help you get h e  mob !or your b~oigg. 
information outlook 
Tramformkg Research 
American Chemical Society 
www.pllbs.acs.oq 
knnud Reviews 
www.ann<iahviews.-rg 
CISZI 
~m,s:c.ca/~s~.com 
Copyright Clearacce Center Inside 8aek Cwer 
www.copyrkjht.com 
Dialog Back Gover 
%&vr Science, BS&Z 
w,~.es'soo4rjrore.co;n 
OCLC Online Comg~ter Library Cer-?ex 
mwdc.com 
Poive:l's Technka! Boob 
m.pawe!:.s.com 
School Tech Ex20 
May 8-'L1 
NEW York, NY, USA 
www.sc>ooitechexpo.co~ 
IrrfoToday 22632 
May 14-16 
New York, NY, USA 
www.v.info?cdzy.co~ 
American Sock& of Indexezs (AS) 
34th Acnual Conference 
May 16-19 
Ga!ves:oe, TX, USA 
.~~ww.zsindexing.org/site/ 
Xedicd Library Association 
Acnual Ccinlerecce 
May 17-23 
Callas, TX, USA 
mianet.org/am/index.:?tmi 
3 1" Annual EdaeatIcnd 
Conference an6 Expositicn 
May 21-24 
San Antonio, TX, USA 
www.alanet.org/conf/ 
index.htmi 
Juuse 2002 
@SEA 93'%nnna's Conference 
PsCing Kncwiedge to Wo~ii 
3532 8-i3 
30s A~geies, W, USA 
wwm s:a.org/con:ent/%v.a'.s/ 
conferecce/2002ana~~:/ 
ir,dex.cfm 
American Libraries Asscciation 
(ALW) 
A n n ~ a i  Gccference 
June 13-19 
Atiatlta, GA, USA 
www.aia.org/eoec:s 
SLYs Virtxal Seminar 
Jane 25 
2:00 F.". - 3 3 3  p . n  
ww\x,.sia.org/content/ 
Zven:s/distacce/ 
-Jirtsem2032/ixiex.cfm 
Society of Indexers 
Conference 2302 
jr;ly 15-18 
Cheitenaarr., SIZ 
www.sccizd.demon.co.uk 
$eptw&e;' 2002 
& 2rd Qozth Atlantic 
Regional Csniererce 
Sesternber 22-24 
Asheville, NC, USA 
www.da.org/calendar 
Power Searching with Prcs 
September 23-24 
Arlicgton: VA, USA 
w w ~ . u ~ e 5 s e ~ r c b r ; . c o ~ ~ /  
sch&nledc.h:r;?_i 
SLYs ?lir".uai Semi-ar 
September 25 
235  2 . x .  - 3:OO p.E. 
www.sla.~rg/contenl/Sven:s/ 
dis:afice/vifisem2GCZ/ 
indexxfm 
American Society Foor 
Xnfo:r,ation Sciexe & 
Technology {MIST) 
November 15-21 
Phiadeiphia, PA, USA 
www.asis org 

i' in4 : t o  ;he fu i !  rexi  of 8 , ~ c c  jol;rrais, fro? x o - 2  :iilc 49 a g g r e g a t ~ s .  The ccliecr'or: i n c i z d e ~  di?iitllii-tc-?i?d scie:!t+c 
jourRais An*, more,  L;r* ;o off iciai pzten;s f r om 40 coun!r;es. Link io .wester:  r e p o l s  j i a i o p  is y C C r  new SOiXe fo r  
Links i u i i  text. Tc know more;  visit www.diaiog.con. 
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